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1 Introduction

Nominal rigidities are an important component of many models of aggregate fluctuations.

A large literature has developed using micro data to establish key moments of output price

adjustment, which have guided theories of the nature of nominal price rigidities.1 However,

the literature using micro data to document nominal wage adjustment is far less extensive.

As a result, the nature of nominal wage stickiness remains a central question within both

the macroeconomics and labor economics literatures. For example, at the 2014 Jackson Hole

Symposium, Janet Yellen speculated that downward nominal wage rigidity was an important

contributor both to why wages did not fall more during the Great Recession and why they

did not increase at a faster rate during the subsequent recovery.

There are three reasons why the literature using micro data to measure nominal wage

adjustment has remained underdeveloped. First, existing data sets are not well-suited to

measure the extent of nominal wage rigidities. Household surveys often define the nominal

wage by dividing self-reported earnings by self-reported hours. Any measurement error

in either earnings, hours worked, or self-reported hourly wages can result in a substantial

upward bias in the volatility of individual wage changes. Administrative datasets, on the

other hand, have high quality panel data on quarterly or annual earnings but usually lack

the measures of individual hours worked necessary to construct a wage.2

Second, the composition of compensation varies across workers and over time. For exam-

ple, worker compensation includes their guaranteed contract earnings as well as commissions,

tips, bonuses, performance pay, overtime premiums, and employer-provided fringe benefits.

Existing household and administrative datasets do not decompose the different types of com-

pensation into their components nor do they include measures of employer-provided fringe

benefits. In many theories of employment dynamics, the present value of worker earnings

determine labor market fluctuations. We document that the persistence and cyclicality of

contract wage changes are orders of magnitudes higher than the persistence and cyclicality

of changes in other forms of compensation such as bonuses. This suggests that the extent to

which contract wages adjust may be a more informative moment for models of labor market

fluctuations where the user cost of a worker is important. Adjustments in transient forms of

1See, for example, Bils and Klenow (2004), Klenow and Kryvtsov (2008), and Nakamura and Steinsson
(2008) for important contributions.

2There are some exceptions. Barattieri et al. (2014) attempts to correct for measurement error in self-
reported hourly wages among SIPP respondents when examining nominal wage adjustments. Kurmann and
McEntarfer (2018) and Jardim et al. (2019) use administrative data from Washington state which records
measures of both earnings and hours to explore changes in earnings-per hour. Throughout the paper, we will
discuss how having administrative data on actual worker wages contrasts with the results of these papers
and other papers in the literature.
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compensation, such as an annual bonus, will appear as flexibility in average hourly earnings

but may not have allocative consequences in the aggregate, much in the way that sales have

been considered largely irrelevant for aggregate fluctuations in the output price literature.

Therefore, to the extent that different forms of compensation adjust differently, there are

gains to understanding adjustment patterns of each form of compensation separately.

Finally, different models employ different notions of nominal wage rigidities. Many mod-

els of frictional labor markets require separate measures of nominal wage adjustments for

those who remain with the same employer and for those who switch employers. In many

of these models, it is the flexibility of new hire wages that is important for aggregate em-

ployment fluctuations. However, most New Keynesian models do not make a distinction

between job-stayers and job-changers and instead require measures of aggregate nominal

wage adjustments including both margins of adjustment. For example, in order to match

aggregate employment and wage dynamics during and after the Great Recession, one would

need measures of nominal wage changes inclusive of those who remain on the job and those

who switch jobs. The variety of wage rigidity notions puts further requirements on data

seeking to understand nominal adjustments.

In this paper, we use administrative data from ADP, LLC (henceforth known as ADP)

– one of the world’s largest payroll processing companies – to produce a series of new facts

about aggregate nominal wage adjustment in the U.S. over the last decade. Our data set

is unique in that it: (1) includes administrative anonymized records of workers’ per-period

nominal wage, (2) has a sample of about 20 million workers per month which are generally

representative of the US population, (3) provides data for the universe of workers within a

firm, (4) allows workers to be tracked both within and across firms over time, (5) includes

administrative records on various other forms of compensation including bonuses and fringe

benefits, and (6) spans multiple years so as to examine business cycle variation. The data

allow us to compute measures of nominal wage adjustments separately for job-stayers and

job-changers, as well as construct a composite aggregate measure including both stayers and

changers. Additionally, we create measures of nominal wage adjustments both with and

without bonuses and employer-provided fringe benefits. Finally, we explore the cyclicality

of new hire wages. Collectively, our results paint a relatively complete picture of nominal

wage adjustments for workers and firms in the U.S. during from 2008 to 2016.

We first describe the composition of compensation. We measure a worker’s “base wage”

as either their hourly wage (for workers paid hourly) or their per pay-period contracted com-

pensation (for salaried workers). A worker’s per pay-period contracted compensation is their

contractually obligated annual salary divided by the annual number of pay-periods during

the year: that is, their contracted weekly, bi-weekly or monthly earnings. For most workers,
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“base earnings” comprise essentially all annual earnings (excluding employer-provided fringe

benefits). However, for some workers, bonuses, commissions, performance pay and overtime

premiums are also important. For about ten percent of workers, non-base pay accounts for

20% of annual earnings. We document that the share of earnings accruing from bonuses is

monotonically increasing in the individual’s base wages. For individuals in the bottom forty

percentiles of the base wage distribution, hardly any of their annual earnings comes from

bonus pay. However, for the median household, the 80th percentile, the 95th percentile and

the 99th percentile of the base wage distribution, bonuses account for about 3 percent, 5

percent, 10 percent and 16 percent of their annual earnings, respectively. We also measure

the importance of employer-provided fringe benefits in workers’ total annual compensation.

The second part of the paper discusses the relevance of each form of compensation for

aggregate fluctuations, borrowing heavily from the insights of both labor search and output

price setting literatures. We show that bonuses are approximately i.i.d. at the individual

level, while base wages are highly persistent. This, coupled with the observation that bonuses

are relatively acyclical, suggests that base wage rigidity may be more relevant for determining

aggregate fluctuations than rigidity in average hourly earnings, at least in standard models.

On the other hand, models of incomplete markets, in which temporary shocks have allocative

effects, or models understanding individual earnings dynamics, will require moments of the

average hourly earnings adjustment distribution. The variety in purpose highlights the value

of separately providing moments on base and non-base adjustments.

We then proceed by measuring the adjustment of base wages for a sample of workers

who remain continuously employed with the same firm. We refer to this sample as our “job-

stayer” sample. Our first main result is that nominal base wage cuts are exceedingly rare

on-the-job. During our entire sample period, only 2.4% of all workers received a nominal

base wage cut during a year. The number was slightly higher for salaried workers compared

to workers paid hourly (3.6% vs. 1.8%). On average, about one-third of both hourly and

salaried workers who remain on the job received no nominal wage adjustment during a given

year. Therefore, about two-thirds of both hourly and salaried workers receive a positive

nominal base wage increase during a given year. There is also a missing mass of small

positive changes with many more workers receiving a nominal base wage increase of 2 to 4

percent than from 0.1 to 2 percent. The patterns are similar for both high and low wage

workers and regardless of whether or not workers receives an annual bonus. Our results

imply a duration of nominal base wages for the typical worker who remains continuously

employed on the same job of about 6 quarters.

We next turn to the measurement of base wage adjustments for the aggregate economy

including data on both job-stayers and job-changers. Almost all workers that transition
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across jobs experience a nominal base wage change. Indeed, 38% of job-changers experience

a decline in their nominal base wage. Given that job-switchers are a non-trivial share of

the economy, we create a broader measure of nominal base wage flexibility pooling together

both job-stayers and job-changers. Doing so, we find that roughly 24 percent of all workers

experience a base wage change during a given quarter and 71 percent experience a base wage

change during a given year. Including both the job-stayers and job-changers, 9 percent of

workers experience a nominal base wage decline with most of the declines being driven by

job-changers.

That the aggregate economy, including job-switchers, exhibits a substantially higher de-

gree of base wage flexibility than the sample of job-stayers is another key insight of this

paper. Models seeking to understand the muted fluctuations in mean nominal wages over

the cycle must reckon with this finding that aggregate wages are made more flexible on the

downside by the presence of job-changers. In addition, models without realistic job search

components should be cautious about using wage rigidity estimates from job-stayer samples,

as is standard in the literature, for doing so will overstate the degree of rigidity in the econ-

omy as a whole. Including both job-stayers and job-changers yields an average duration of

nominal base wages (inclusive of base wages and bonuses) of about 5.5 quarters. However,

there is still an asymmetry in adjustment with nominal wage increases being seven times

more likely than nominal wage cuts.

The results on job-changers inform models of wage dynamics, but do not directly address

the question of whether new hire wages, which determine employment fluctuations in many

models, are flexible. It is difficult to measure the flexibility of new hire wages at business

cycle frequencies given the importance of selection in who works over the business cycle.3 We

exploit how wages evolve for job-changers relative to job-stayers at business cycle frequencies.

To do so, we next benchmark job-changers who move from firm i to firm j between period

t − 1 and t to a similar worker in firm j in period t − 1 based on their t − 1 wages and

demographic characteristics. We then document that the evolution of wages for the job-

changer is nearly identical to that of their matched counterpart, and their relative wages

are nearly invariant to business cycle conditions. Collectively, these results suggest that new

hire wages evolve similarly to incumbent workers within a firm at business cycle frequencies.

These results complement the findings in Hazell and Taska (2018) which documents that

posted wages on the near universe of online job boards display similar adjustment patterns

as the base wage changes of existing workers.

We next turn to assessing how bonuses evolve for job-stayers. The transience of bonuses

3For the importance of selection in determining the wage cyclicality, see Solon et al. (1994), Basu and
House (2016), and Gertler et al. (2016).
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means that they are unlikely to greatly affect the user cost of labor, and are thus akin to sales

in the pricing literature. However, variation in bonuses are still of great interest for certain

important applications, such as for disciplining models in which employee compensation is

subject to financing constraints, or predicting the impact of transitory income shocks on

consumption. We document that annual bonuses vary substantively from year to year. As

a result, 16 percent of job-stayers, on average, receive a decline in nominal wages inclusive

of bonuses during a given year, far more than implied from an examination of base wages.

We further document that the additional flexibility in terms of nominal wage adjustments

provided by bonuses differs markedly throughout the base wage distribution. For those in

the bottom quartile of the base wage distribution bonuses are inconsequential. However, for

those at the top of the base wage distribution, variation in annual bonuses is larger than

that of annual base earnings, suggesting that there may be distributional consequences of

shocks to financially-constrained firms. Finally, we show that fringe benefits also provide an

additional but small margin of nominal wage adjustment for the average worker.

After documenting the difference between individual and aggregate wage rigidity, we

examine the extent to which wages are able to adjust to shocks. We provide evidence that

wage setting is state dependent. Even though nominal base wage cuts are very rare for

job-stayers over our entire sample period, 6.6 percent of salaried workers received nominal

base wage cuts during the Great Recession. Although the share of job-switchers, who are

much more likely to see wage declines, fell during the recession, the aggregate propensity to

receive a nominal base wage decline increased by 2.5 percentage points during the recession.

However, we find that the propensity to receive a bonus and the size of the bonus is roughly

acyclical. The fact that bonuses adjust much less to business cycle fluctuations further

suggests that base wages adjustments may be a more relevant concept to discipline models

of labor market fluctuations. We also document that industries hit hardest during the Great

Recession (including both manufacturing and construction) were much more likely to cut

nominal base wages during the recession relative to other industries. Finally, during the

Great Recession, firms with declining employment were much more likely to reduce the

nominal wages of their workers relative to firms with constant or increasing employment.

These results suggests that any model with a constant fraction of wage adjustments will

struggle to match the wage setting patterns over a business cycle.

There is an existing literature on measuring nominal wage adjustments using either house-

hold surveys or administrative datasets. Instead of reviewing that literature collectively at

this point, we discuss the relevant literature in relationship to our results throughout the pa-

per. This allows us to contrast our specific results with those from the literature. While some

of our findings are qualitatively similar to results in the existing literature, they are often
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quantitatively different in magnitudes. These quantitative differences may have large conse-

quences for the behavior of canonical models with wage rigidities. As we discuss throughout,

differences between the results in our paper using the ADP data and other results in the liter-

ature are consistent with both substantial measurement error in nominal wages in household

surveys and the lack of high quality hours measures in administrative datasets.

Ultimately, this paper claims three principal contributions. First, we provide evidence

that base wages are a better proxy of the user cost of labor than measures of compensation

inclusive of nearly i.i.d. bonuses, which behave like sales. Our results emphasize that there is

an important conceptual difference between compensation flexibility and contract flexibility.

If contracts specify a base wage per unit of labor, as well as a schedule of bonuses as a function

of performance, then the striking absence of base wage declines suggest that contracts may

be subject to adjustment frictions, even if measured compensation per hour appears flexible.

Second, we provide the highest quality measurement of wage adjustment for a large share of

the U.S. workforce, and highlight exceptional asymmetry in base wage adjustment. What’s

more, the ability for workers to move across firms is a source of aggregate nominal wage

flexibility, and represents a key conceptual difference between nominal wage adjustment and

output price adjustments. Finally, we provide new evidence of state dependence in base

wage adjustment at both the firm and aggregate level. The patterns presented here urge

the development of theories in which wage adjustment is state dependent and asymmetric,

as such asymmetries will engender different aggregate responses to shocks in downturns

and booms. Lastly, our results suggest that researchers must think carefully about which

notion of the wage - the base wage or a broader wage measure inclusive of bonuses - is the

appropriate one to discipline their respective models.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the ADP data in detail. Section 3

describes the allocation of worker compensation across base pay, bonuses and fringe benefits.

We discuss the conceptual difference between base wages and bonuses in Section 4. Section

5 presents key facts about nominal base wage adjustments for job-stayers. Section 6 present

wage change statistics for job-changers while Section 7 presents our measures of aggregate

nominal wage adjustments. Section 8 examines the cyclicality of new hire wages. Section 9

presents the adjustment patterns of bonuses and fringe benefits. Section 10 provides evidence

of state dependence at the aggregate, industry, and firm levels. Section 11 compares our

estimates with those of the existing literature while Section 12 concludes.
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2 Data and Variable Definitions

2.1 Overview of ADP Data

We use anonymized administrative individual panel data provided by ADP. ADP is a large,

international provider of human resources services including payroll processing, benefits man-

agement, tax services, and compliance. ADP has over 650,000 clients worldwide, and now

covers payroll for over 20 million individual workers in the United States per month. The

data to which we have access starts in May 2008 and extends through December 2016. During

that period, ADP processed payroll for approximately one-eighth of the U.S. workforce.

The data contain monthly aggregates of anonymized individual paycheck information,

as well as all relevant information needed for human resources management. Crucially, we

observe, without measurement error, the statutory per-period payment rate for all employees.

For hourly workers, this payment rate is simply the worker’s hourly wage. For salaried

workers, it constitutes the pay that the worker is contractually obligated to receive each pay

period (weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly). Given the data is aggregated to the monthly level,

the per-period payment rate is measured as of the last pay period of the month.

In addition to the administrative wage information, the data contain all other informa-

tion that would appear on the worker’s paycheck, such as the worker’s gross earnings per

pay period, taxes paid, and any taxable benefits provided by the firm. Additionally, the

data contain other payroll information including whether the worker is paid hourly, the fre-

quency at which the worker is paid and the number of hours worked during the month. For

hourly workers, the exact number of hours worked is reported. For salaried workers, hours

information is provided by the firm’s HR administrator and often set to 40 hours. We also

observe various additional geographic and demographic characteristics of a worker as well as

details about the job, such as worker tenure, firm size, and industry. Selection into the ADP

data is at the firm level. As a result, we can measure wage distributions within and across

firms over time.4 Finally, the presence of consistently-defined anonymized worker identifiers

permits the study of individual worker dynamics across ADP clients. However, given our

sample size, movements from one ADP firm to another ADP firm are quite common.5

4Strictly speaking, our definition of a firm is an ADP-provided client code. This will usually be an
autonomous firm, rather than any individual establishment. One possible exception to this rule arises if
large conglomerates have multiple subsidiaries, all of which separately hire ADP to handle their payroll.
In this case, each subsidiary would count as a separate ADP client. As a result, our ADP firms are a
combination of both Census notions of firms and establishments.

5All worker and firm identifiers in the ADP data are unique and consistently defined over time. However,
they are constructed in a way that all workers and firms remain anonymous for research purposes. Firm
and worker names and detailed addresses as well as firm employer identification numbers and worker social
security numbers are all purged from the data available to researchers. The ADP data use agreement
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We make two major sample restrictions for our analysis. First, we restrict attention to

prime age workers between 21 and 60 years old, inclusive. Second, ADP has two products

separately targeted to firms with greater than or less than 50 employees. We only have

access to data for firms with more than 50 employees throughout our sample period, and

thus constrain our analysis to large employers.

The full dataset covers over 50 million unique individuals and over 141 thousand firms. To

reduce computational burden, we create three random subsamples of the full data. The first

chooses one million unique employees, and follows them through their entire tenure in the

sample across all firms for which they work. This is the primary dataset for analysis. Second,

we separately draw a sample of 1 million workers who change jobs during our sample period

(“job-changers”). These are workers who show up in multiple firms during their time in the

ADP database. This will allow us to explore fully the patterns of wage changes for workers

who switch between ADP firms. However, these two datasets are ill-suited to study questions

at the firm level; we therefore construct a third subsample of three thousand unique ADP

clients, drawing all workers from those firms in the process. The random employee-level,

job-changer and firm-level subsamples remain large, with roughly 25 million, 27 million, and

68 million unique employee-month observations, respectively.

2.2 Representativeness of ADP Data

There are two areas of concern regarding the representativeness of the ADP data. First, the

patterns we highlight in the paper apply only to firms with more than 50 employees. To

the extent that the nature of nominal wage adjustments differs by firm size, the patterns

we document within our sample may not be representative of the US economy as a whole.

However, given that we show that there are only modest differences in nominal wage adjust-

ments by firm size within our sample, we conjecture that any potential bias in our headline

results from excluding firms with fewer than 50 employees is likely to be small.6

The second concern is whether ADP clients are representative of firms with more than

50 employees. According to industry reports, roughly 50 percent of US firms in recent years

report outsourcing their payroll services to payroll processing companies.7 According to these

same surveys, however, very large firms (firms with more than 10,000 employees) are less

likely to outsource their payroll functions. As noted above, ADP processes payroll for about

prohibits using the data to explore wage patterns of any individual worker or firm.
6Furthermore, from 2013 onwards, we also have access to ADP’s data for firms with fewer than 50

employees. These data reinforce that any potential bias from excluding small firms from the main results in
our paper is likely to be minor. We discuss these results in detail in the Appendix Appendix C.3.

7See, for example, https://www.feicanada.org/ajaxfilemanager/uploaded/RH_FERF_

Benchmarking2014.pdf.
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20 million US workers per month. While ADP is the largest payroll processing company, the

industry has many competing firms including Intuit, Workday, and Paychex.

Table 1 highlights the employment-weighted firm size distribution in our employee sample

(column 1) and employees in our firm sample (column 2). For the results in this table, we pool

our data over the entire 2008-2016 period. By design, we randomly drew 1 million employees

for our employee sample and 3,000 firms for our firm sample. Our employee sample includes

roughly 91,500 distinct firms while our firm sample includes roughly 3.3 million distinct

employees. The number of actual observations is much larger for each sample because we

observe employees for multiple months. For our employee sample, we track employees across

all months between 2008 and 2016 that they are employed at any ADP firm. For our firm

sample, we track all employees in that firm across all months that they remain employed at

that firm.

For comparison, column 3 of Table 1 includes the firm size distribution from the U.S.

Census’s Business Dynamics Statistics (BDS) over the same time period restricting our

attention to only firms with more than 50 employees.8 As seen from the table and consistent

with industry surveys, ADP under-represents very large employers (those with at least 5,000

employees). According to BDS data, nearly 46 percent of all employment in firms with more

than 50 employees is in firms with more than 5,000 employees. The ADP data only has

about 20 percent of employment (in our employee sample) in firms with more than 5,000

employees.9 As noted above, some of this difference also results from the fact that the ADP

definition of a firm is different from Census definitions.

To account for the concern that the data do not perfectly represent the universe of all U.S.

firms with at least 50 employees, all subsequent analyses have been weighted so as to match

the BDS’s firm size by industry mix of employment shares for firms with greater than 50

employees. We compute our weights for each year between 2008 and 2016. By re-weighting

the data, we control for sample selection along these key observable dimensions. Although

there may yet remain selection into the sample along unobservable dimensions, we consider

these potential selection issues to be small once controlling for firm size and industrial mix.

Given this is the first paper using the ADP data, a deeper discussion of the representa-

tiveness of the ADP sample is warranted. We have relegated much of this discussion to the

Online Appendix. In particular, we benchmark the demographic composition of the ADP

8According to BDS data, 72% of all U.S. employment during this time period is in firms with more than
50 employees.

9We also explore how the industry distribution of the ADP sample compares to the industry distribu-
tion in the BDS. We are unable to report ADP’s precise industry distribution for disclosure reasons. The
ADP sample has a slight over-representation amongst the manufacturing and broad service sectors, and a
complementary underweight in retail trade, construction, and agriculture.
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Table 1: Firm Size Distribution in ADP Samples and the BDS, Pooled 2008-2016 Data

ADP Employee Sample ADP Firm Sample BDS Data

Number of Employees 1,000,000 3,296,701 .
Number of Firms 91,577 3,000 .
Number of Observations 24,831,316 68,267,166 .

% Firm Size: 50-499 37.8 31.3 29.5
% Firm Size: 500-999 13.6 13.9 7.3
% Firm Size: 1000-4999 25.1 22.2 17.5
% Firm Size: ≥ 5000 19.7 32.5 45.6

Notes: Table reports the share of employees in firms of various sizes in our random samples of the
ADP data, stratified at the employee (Column 1) and firm levels (column 2). Column 3 reports
the associated employee-weighted firm size distribution reported in the Census’ Business Dynamics
Statistics (BDS) data. All numbers span the period 2008-2016. In addition, the first three rows
show the number of unique employees, firms, and observations in each of our ADP subsamples.

sample to that of the CPS along a variety of dimensions. Additionally, we compare annual

earnings dynamics in our ADP sample for people who remain continuously employed with

the same firm for two years to the earnings dynamics in Guvenen et al. (2014) for a similarly

defined sample. Further, we compare both levels and time series trends in the average hourly

wage for workers paid hourly between our ADP sample and a similar CPS sample. We also

examine patterns in nominal wage adjustments by firm size to explore potential biases from

our data being under-representative of both really small and really large firms. Finally, we

show the unweighted results for many of the paper’s key findings. After performing all of

these benchmarking exercises, we are confident that the ADP data provides a representative

picture of nominal wage adjustments for U.S. workers over the 2008 to 2016 period.

3 The Nature of US Worker Compensation

The ADP data includes many detailed administratively recorded measures of worker com-

pensation. In this section, we describe the composition of worker compensation. We first

exhibit the overwhelming importance of base earnings, before considering the size of bonuses

and fringe benefits in workers’ compensation.

3.1 Base Wages and Base Earnings

Employers participating in the ADP payroll services are required to report the contractually

obligated per-period wage rate for each worker. For workers who are paid hourly, this is

the workers’ hourly wage. All salaried workers have an administrative field recording their
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weekly, bi-weekly or monthly contracted salary rate depending on the frequency of their pay

period. We refer to the contractually obligated per-period wage rate as a worker’s “base

wage.”

A separate field in the data reports workers’ administrative “monthly gross earnings”

(excluding employer-provided fringe benefits). A worker’s base pay is only one part of their

monthly gross earnings. During a given month, a worker may also receive tips, commissions,

overtime payments, performance pay, bonuses, cashed-out vacation days and meal and travel

reimbursements.10 Monthly gross earnings is literally the sum of all paychecks (before taxes)

earned by the worker during the month. To isolate the importance of base wages in worker

earnings, we define the concept of a worker’s “monthly base earnings” using information

on their base wage. If the worker is an hourly worker, their monthly base earnings is their

base wage times the total number of hours worked during the month. If the worker is a

salaried worker, their monthly base earnings is their base wage times the number of paychecks

received during the month. Any difference between a worker’s monthly gross earnings and

their monthly base earnings is the result of the worker earning some combination of bonuses,

tips, overtime, reimbursements or other non-standard payments during the month.

Such non-standard payments are not likely to accrue every month for a given worker. To

see how important these sources are for a typical worker, we aggregate our data to calendar

years. When doing so, we restrict our analysis to workers who remain continuously employed

with the same firm for all twelve calendar months of a given year. We refer to this sample

as our “full-year” employee sample.

3.2 Measuring Overtime, Bonuses, and Commissions

Ideally, one would decompose workers’ “residual earnings” – gross earnings less base earn-

ings – into various sub-components. However, the ADP data is not well-suited for such

disaggregation. Firms are not required to separately report the different potential subcom-

ponents that comprise residual earnings. Despite the limitation, we make four refinements

to our residual earnings measures. First, we impute the amount of monthly overtime pre-

miums paid to hourly workers using an often-reported “overtime earnings” field in the data.

For hourly workers, therefore, we can create a measure of monthly residual earnings net of

overtime payments.11

10The fact that meal and travel reimbursements can show up in workers’ paychecks implies that there is
not a one-to-one mapping between monthly gross earnings in our dataset and monthly W-2 earnings. We
do not have a worker’s W-2 earnings in the data provided to us by ADP.

11We discuss this imputation procedure in greater detail in the Online Appendix. Firms are asked to report
total hours worked (inclusive of overtime) and total earnings from hourly work (inclusive of overtime).
Comparing these measures to our measures of base earnings allows for a crude imputation of overtime.
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Second, we define large residual earnings to be any residual earnings net of overtime that

accrue to a worker in a given month that exceeds 1% of their annual earnings. For example,

if a worker earned $50,000 during a given calendar year, we would classify that worker as

having large residual earnings during a given month if residual earnings net of overtime

pay exceeded $500 during that month. By making this restriction, we exclude any small

payments made to the worker during a given month such as small meal reimbursements or

small measurement error in our overtime imputation.

Third, we compute the frequency of months a worker receives large residual payments

during a given year. We define a worker to be a “commission worker” if they receive large

residual earnings net of overtime in four or more calendar months during a given year.

We are interpreting “commission workers” broadly in that these workers could have large

residual payments in four or more months during a given year due to sufficiently frequent

commissions, tips, performance pay, mis-measured overtime pay, or even large meal and

travel reimbursements. We can then segment workers into “non-commission workers” and

“commission workers”. According to this definition, roughly 10 percent of workers each year

during our sample can be classified as commission workers.

Finally, for non-commission workers, we define a worker as having received a “bonus” if

that worker received a large residual earnings payment net of overtime in at least one month

but no more than three months during a given calendar year. Again, our definition of bonus

is broad in that it applies to any large infrequent extra non-overtime payments received

by workers during a year. During our sample period and given our definition, roughly 30

percent of non-commission workers receive a bonus during a given year.12

3.3 The Composition of Worker Compensation

Table 2 shows the importance of annual base pay and bonuses as a share of annual earnings

for non-commission workers. The first two columns shows results pooling together hourly and

salaried workers. Column 1 shows the share of total annual earnings that comes from base

pay. About one-quarter of all workers receive essentially all of their annual compensation

from base earnings. The median worker earns only 2.5 percent of their annual earnings from

sources other than their base pay.13 This suggests that for most workers, base pay is their

primary form of compensation. However, for some workers, other forms of compensation

(e.g., bonuses, commissions, tips, overtime) comprise a more substantive portion of their

Consistent with anecdotal evidence, these overtime wage rates center on 1.5 and 2 times base wage rates.
12It should be noted that most of these extra payments occur in December, February and March suggesting

that many of them are likely linked to annual bonuses.
13Including commission workers, the median worker earns about 3.7 percent of their annual earnings from

sources other than their base pay.
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Table 2: Share of Annual Base Earnings and Bonuses out of Annual Gross Earnings, 2009-
2016, Non-Commission Workers

All Hourly Salaried
Share Share Share

Share Base+ Share Base+ Share Base+
Base Bonus Base Bonus Base Bonus

10th percentile 89.7% 93.5% 91.6% 92.8% 86.6% 96.0%
25th percentile 93.8% 96.8% 94.8% 95.7% 91.6% 99.0%
Median 97.5% 99.3% 97.8% 98.5% 96.5% 100%
75th percentile 99.7% 100% 99.6% 99.8% 100% 100%
90th percentile 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Sample Size (thousands) 611 611 378 378 222 222

Notes: Table shows the distribution of the share of worker annual base earnings and annual base
earnings plus annual bonuses out of annual worker gross earnings. We restrict our attention to our
sample of non-commission workers who remain continuously employed with the same firm for all
twelve months of a calendar year. The remaining columns show similar data separately for workers
paid hourly (columns 3 and 4) and workers who are salaried (columns 5 and 6).

annual earnings. Ten percent of non-commission workers earn at least 10 percent of their

annual earnings from sources other than their base pay.

Additionally, nearly all remaining compensation for non-commission workers is in what

we classify as bonuses. Specifically, for the median non-commission worker, over 99% of all

annual gross earnings are base earnings and what we classify as bonuses. This is important in

that for the rest of the paper we are going to focus on nominal wage adjustments of base pay

and bonuses. Doing so, captures essentially all of the compensation for most non-commission

workers. The remaining gross earnings is in overtime pay and other small infrequent residual

earnings payments. Throughout the paper, we present results on nominal wage adjustments

separately for both non-commission and commission workers. The remaining columns of the

table show patterns separately for hourly and salaried workers. Bonuses are more important

for salaried workers relative to workers paid hourly. However, overtime earnings are more

important for workers paid hourly.

3.4 Employer-Provided Fringe Benefits

Given our detailed data, we create a broader measure of worker compensation that includes

employer-provided fringe benefits. The data contain all forms of fringe benefit that would

appear on an employee’s paycheck, including employer-provided health insurance and con-

tributions to a retirement plan or pension - such as a 401(k) or Roth IRA - made by the
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employer.14 Using these data, we create a measure of “annual fringe benefits” by summing

the monthly employer-provided health benefits and retirement contributions over all months

of a year. The fringe benefit measures were not-consistently reported prior to 2012. Start-

ing in 2012, as part of the Affordable Care Act, employers were required to report their

contributions to employee health benefits. Given this, when analyzing measures of broader

compensation, our analysis is limited to workers who remain continuously employed with

the same firm for a full year during the 2012-2016 period.

Using these measures, we construct a worker’s “total annual compensation” by summing

their annual gross earnings with their annual employer-provided fringe benefits. Table 3

shows the distribution of the share of total compensation that is in fringe benefits for all

workers in our full-year employee sample.15 Fringe benefits accounts for 8.2% of the median

worker’s total compensation, but there is large variation around this number, with 10%

of workers receiving more than 25% of their compensation through fringe benefits, and

many workers receiving no fringe benefits at all. Hourly workers tend to receive fewer

fringe benefits than do salaried workers: the median hourly worker has 6.5% of their total

compensation in fringe benefits, compared with 9.5% for salaried workers, However, the

right tail of fringe benefits for hourly workers is thicker for hourly workers than for salaried

workers, with the 90th percentile of hourly workers receiving 27.1% of their compensation

from special compensation, compared with 22.2% for salaried workers. Encouragingly, the

numbers presented in this table match those found by the BLS in their Employer Cost for

Employee Compensation (ECEC) reports. For example, the June 2016 report finds that

7.6% of workers’ total compensation is accounted for by the cost of health insurance, and

3.9% is accounted for by retirement and savings account contributions.16

3.5 Heterogeneity in Bonuses and Fringe Benefits Across Workers

The left panel of Figure 1 shows the share of annual bonus income out of annual total

earnings sorted by workers’ base wage percentile.17 As with the results above, we exclude

commission workers. Workers at the lower end of the base wage distribution receive, on

14We exclude all tax measures from our analysis including employer paid payroll taxes. Additionally, we
note that our fringe benefit and bonus measures do not include stock options. ADP has data on when stock
options are cashed in (for tax reasons), but not when the options were granted.

15The results between the full sample and the commission sample were nearly identical.
16See, for instance https://www.bls.gov/news.release/ecec.nr0.htm. The aggregate fringe benefit

share does not match exactly, as the BLS includes paid leave, bonuses, and legally-required benefits such as
social security payments, the first two of which will be included in our measure of gross earnings.

17To make the base wage percentile, we combine data on both hourly and salaried workers. For hourly
workers, we use their base hourly wage. For salaried workers, to put things in the same hourly wage units,
we divided their base weekly earnings by 40 hours.
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Table 3: Share of Fringe Benefits out of Total Compensation, 2012-2016 Period

All Hourly Salaried
10th percentile 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
25th percentile 1.3% 0.0% 4.4%
Median 8.2% 6.5% 9.5%
75th percentile 17.1% 18.3% 15.9%
90th percentile 25.1% 27.1% 22.2%

Mean Total Fringe Share 10.7% 10.6% 10.8%
Mean Health Fringe Share 7.9% 8.7% 6.7%
Mean Pension Fringe Share 2.8% 2.0% 4.0%

Sample Size (Thousands) 630 370 260

Notes: Table shows the distribution of the share of worker fringe benefits out of total worker
compensation during the 2012-2016 period for all workers in our full time employee sample (column
1) and then separately for hourly and salaried workers (columns 2 and 3).

average, only less than 0.5% of their annual earnings in bonuses. The share of earnings

in bonuses increases monotonically throughout the wage distribution. The median worker

earns about 2% of their annual earnings in bonuses. Systematically, workers at the top of the

wage distribution earn a substantial amount of their annual earnings in bonuses. Therefore,

while annual bonuses are not an important form of compensation for most workers, they are

substantial for high wage workers.

The right panel shows the share of annual fringe benefits provided by the employer out of

a worker’s annual total compensation (earnings plus fringe) as a function of the worker’s base

wage percentile. Fringe benefits are much less important for lower wage workers (below the

20th percentile). However, from the 20th percentile through the 95th percentile of the wage

distribution, the share of total compensation in fringe is roughly constant in the 12 to 14

percent range. For top wage earners, fringe becomes a smaller fraction of total compensation.

This is likely because fringe benefits are not usually provided on bonus income and because

tax exempt employer-provided retirement contributions are capped.

4 Setting the Stage: Base Wages vs. Bonuses

The remainder of the paper presents a host of new statistics concerning wage adjustment

in the United States. We break aggregate earnings per hour fluctuations into three com-

ponents: base wage adjustment for job-stayers, base wage adjustment for job-changers, and

bonus adjustment for job-stayers. Throughout, we will be purposefully agnostic as to which

15



Figure 1: Bonus and Fringe Benefit Share by Employee Base Wage Percentile, Full-Year
Job-Stayers, Excluding Commission Workers
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Notes: Panel A shows the share of bonus earnings out of total earnings by worker percentile within
the base earnings distribution. Panel B shows the share of fringe benefits out of total compensation
by worker percentile within the base earnings distribution. Sample restricted to job-stayers who
remain in the sample for a full calendar year. Commission workers are excluded.

moments should drive aggregate fluctuations, preferring instead to let modelers pick the rel-

evant numbers for their calibration based on their specific model structure. In this section,

however, we provide suggestions on the importance of each margin of adjustment, borrowing

insights and intuition from both the wage and price setting literatures.

A large literature has developed arguing that the rigidity of new hires’ wages determine

fluctuations in employment (Pissarides, 2009). This is because firms and workers enter into

long-term employment relationships, rendering the wage of new hires marginal for the deci-

sion of firms to post vacancies and the decision of unemployed workers to search for a job. As

is highlighted in Kudlyak (2014), given the nature of such long-term employment relation-

ships, it is not the spot wage of new hires that should matter for employment fluctuations

but rather the user cost of labor. The user cost of labor is defined as the expected present

value of costs to the firm associated with adding an additional worker in period t rather than

waiting and adding the worker in period t+1. In existing frameworks, there is no distinction

between base wages and bonuses in the definition of the user cost. Indeed, it is not trivial

to define the notion of a user cost when bonuses are used to incentivize unobserved effort as

is assumed in many models of optimal contracting. For this reason and given our relatively

short sample, we elect to not directly measure user cost rigidity in this paper.

Despite not directly measuring the user cost of labor, it is worth discussing which of our
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Table 4: Annual Persistence of Bonuses vs Standard Wage, sample of full-year job-stayers,
2009-2016

Log
December Log Linear Share
Base wage Bonus Bonus Bonus

(1) (2) (3) (4)
yi,t−1 0.775∗∗∗ 0.016 0.018 -0.054∗∗

(0.012) (0.016) (0.088) (0.023)

Job FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 586,023 145,904 586,023 586,023
R2 0.995 0.926 0.764 0.780

Notes: Table reports OLS-estimated AR(1) coefficients from equation (1). White heteroskedasticity robust
standard errors clustered at the employee-level reported in parentheses. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ represent coefficients
are statistically different from 0 at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. We use the employee sample
restricting our analysis to workers who remain continuously employed with the same firm for two consecutive
calendar years.

wage measures is conceptually better linked to the user cost notion. The persistence of our

various wage concepts will be an important determinant of its impact on the present value

of wages, a key input to the user cost. We therefore estimate autocorrelation coefficients for

our various wage measures. Specifically, we estimate OLS regressions of the form:

yit = ρyit−1 + αi + εit (1)

where i indexes a worker-firm pair, t represents a year and αi is a job fixed effect. yit

represents the value of a particular wage measure for job i in year t. For this exercise we use

our sample of workers who remain continuously employed on the same job (job-stayers) for

two consecutive calendar years, in order to measure adjustments in bonus pay.

Table 4 reports the estimated autocorrelation coefficient ρ of various wage measures at

the individual level. We explore the persistence of log base wages (first column) and various

specifications of bonuses (columns 2 through 4). As seen from the table, base wages have an

annual autocorrelation of 0.775. By comparison, bonuses appear to be almost i.i.d., whether

we consider log-linear or linear specifications. Indeed regressing the share of pay in bonuses

(column 4) on its lagged value yields a negative coefficient, suggesting that high bonus years

tend to be followed by low bonus years. These results suggests that base wage adjustments

may be a far better measure of permanent wage adjustments than are bonus payments.

Given this, the ability to adjust base wages is likely more important for changes in the user

cost of labor than the ability to adjust bonuses.
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Bonuses could still be an important margin of adjustment if they fluctuated to match

high-frequency productivity shocks. However, this is not the case. The strong seasonality of

bonus payments reduces their usefulness as a source of flexibility. Conditional on receiving

a bonus, most workers only receive a bonus once a year. Most bonuses are concentrated in

only a few months (e.g., December, February and March). Indeed, at the firm-level, 28% of

workers receive a bonus in their employer’s most common bonus-granting month, which is

large since just 31% of workers receive a bonus in a given year. While bonuses may provide

downward adjustments in workers’ total annual compensation (as we highlight below), they

appear rigid over short time horizons.

These pieces of evidence lead us to conclude that base wage rigidity more closely resembles

what we term “contract rigidity” - the ability of firms to adjust the terms governing their

long-term relationship with their employees, which consist of a base wage and a bonus

schedule as a function of performance - and thus is a more appropriate measure of rigidity

to use for models seeking to understand aggregate employment fluctuations over the cycle.

Measuring adjustments in base wages separately from other forms of compensation is thus

a key contribution of this paper. Whether to use incumbent base wages (Section 5), job-

changer base wages (Section 6), an aggregate of the two (Section 7), or new hire base wages

(Section 8) is model dependent. For instance, Gertler et al. (2016) put forth a model in which

the rigidity of incumbents’ wages is the key factor in determining cyclical fluctuations, while

Pissarides (2009) makes a compelling case for the importance of new hire wages.

An analogue to the base wage versus bonus distinction can be drawn from the output

price setting literature. Eichenbaum et al. (2011) show that nominal rigidities take the form

of inertia in reference prices and costs. As a result, short-term sales of output prices may

be ignored for assessing the impact of nominal rigidities on aggregate fluctuations. Indeed,

much of the empirical literature has excluded sales from their measure of price adjustments

(Nakamura and Steinsson, 2008) or directly incorporated a differential adjustment cost for

sales relative to reference prices (Kehoe and Midrigan, 2008; Midrigan, 2011). Given the

transient nature of bonuses, it is natural to liken them to a “sale” in the pricing literature.

This does not imply that bonuses are unimportant for macroeconomics. Recent studies

of average hourly earnings adjustments (Barattieri et al., 2014; Daly and Hobijn, 2014; Kur-

mann and McEntarfer, 2018; Jardim et al., 2019) have great value for different questions

and models. Studies looking to understand earnings dynamics and the stagnation of average

hourly earnings, or which care about temporary earnings shocks will naturally require earn-

ings measures inclusive of bonuses. Furthermore, fuller models of nominal contract rigidity,

which incorporate explicit optimal contracts inclusive of bonuses, or models of dynamic con-

tracts, require knowledge of both base and bonus compensation. In essence, bonuses are
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an important component of the spot wage for labor. To the extent that spot wages mat-

ter for macroeconomics – if, for instance, firms’ are subject to period-by-period financing

constraints (Schoefer, 2016) or households are liquidity constrained (Kaplan and Violante,

2014) – then so too will aggregate wage adjustments inclusive of bonuses.

Given these issues, we begin the paper by documenting how base wages evolve for both

job-stayers, job-changers, and new hires. We then discuss the evolution of wage measures

inclusive of bonus variation, whose usefulness will be model-dependent.

5 Nominal Base Wage Adjustments for Job-Stayers

This section explores the nature of nominal base wage adjustments for workers who remain

continuously employed in the same job. We use our employee sample and define “job-stayers”

as those workers who remain continuously employed with the same firm between the two

periods in which the nominal wage is measured. We present moments of nominal base wage

adjustment at the monthly, quarterly and annual frequencies. For the monthly, quarterly

and annual samples, we ensure that workers are continuously employed with the same firm

for one, three and twelve consecutive months, respectively.

Figure 2 plots the distribution of 12-month nominal base wage changes for all job-stayers

pooled over all years of our sample. As discussed above, base wages make up essentially

all of annual compensation for most workers. Panel A plots the distribution for hourly

workers, while Panel B plots the distribution for salaried workers. Four key observations

are apparent from the figure. First, a large share of workers - 33% of hourly and 35% of

salaried - do not receive a nominal base wage change in a given year. Second, the patterns of

nominal base wage adjustments for hourly workers and salaried workers are nearly identical.

Given this, we often pool the data for hourly and salaried workers together going forward

when describing base wage adjustments. Third, there is a clear asymmetry in the base wage

change distribution, with the overwhelming majority of changes being wage increases. Only

2.4 percent of workers (combining hourly and salaried) in the U.S. who remained continuously

employed with the same firm for 12 months received a nominal base wage decline. Of the

roughly 66% of all individuals who receive a nominal base wage change over a given 12-

month period, only 3.6% received a nominal base wage cut (2.4/66). Finally, there are very

few small nominal base wage changes for either hourly or salaried workers. Just 8.6% of

all workers received a nominal base wage change of between 0.1 and 2 percentage points,

compared with 27.1% receiving an increase between 2 and 4 percentage points. This missing

mass of very small wage changes is consistent with the random menu cost models that are

prevalent in the price setting literature.
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Figure 2: 12-Month Nominal Base Wage Change Distribution, Job-Stayers
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Notes: Figure shows the annual change in nominal base wages for workers in our employee sample
(including commission workers) who remain employed on the same job for 12 consecutive months.

Table 5 provides a set of summary moments on the probability of base wage increases

and base wage declines for three frequencies: monthly, quarterly and annual. The annual

frequencies correspond to the data underlying Figure 2. While the asymmetry between nom-

inal wage increases and nominal wage cuts is a feature of many existing empirical papers

(see, e.g. Lebow et al. (2003); Kahn (1997); Card and Hyslop (1997)), the results in Figure

2 are quantitatively different from much of the existing literature. As we highlight below,

measurement error in household data sets has resulted in estimates of nominal wage adjust-

ments (both up and down) that are higher than our administrative payroll data suggest.

In addition, the missing mass of small wage changes urges models of state dependent wage

adjustment, which we explore in more depth in Section 10. Again, because of measurement

error, this missing mass has been difficult to detect in prior work. Finally, most existing stud-

ies measure wages inclusive of both base wages and bonuses. As we also highlight below,

the frequency of downward adjustment of base wages is quite different than the frequency of

downward adjustment of wage measures inclusive of bonuses.

The patterns of nominal wage adjustments for job-stayers are fairly robust across workers

who are compensated in different ways. In the Online Appendix, we show that the patterns

in Figure 2 are nearly identical if we restrict our sample to only non-commission workers,

only commission workers, only non-commission workers who receive a bonus and only non-

commission workers who do not receive a bonus. These findings suggest that base wage

adjustments do not differ across workers who receive other types of compensation. Addi-

tionally, we show that the patterns of base wage adjustment are nearly identical for those
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Table 5: Probability of Base Wage Change, Pooled 2008-2016 Sample of Job-Stayers

All Workers Hourly Salaried
(1) (2) (3)

Annual
Probability of Positive Base Wage Change (%) 63.9 65.3 61.6
Probability of Negative Base Wage Change (%) 2.4 1.8 3.6

Quarterly
Probability of Positive Base Wage Change (%) 18.5 19.5 16.7
Probability of Negative Base Wage Change (%) 0.9 0.7 1.3

Monthly
Probability of Positive Base Wage Change (%) 6.3 6.6 5.8
Probability of Negative Base Wage Change (%) 0.6 0.3 0.6

Notes: Table shows the frequency of base wage increases and base wage decreases at different
horizons for our sample of job-stayers during the 2008-2016 period. The first column pools together
hourly and salaried workers while the second and third columns, respectively, show the frequency
of changes for hourly and salaried workers separately. The top panel shows results at the annual
horizon while the middle and bottom panels show results at the quarterly and monthly horizons.
We use our full employee sample for this analysis.

Table 6: Base Wage Change Statistics, Pooled 2008-2016 Sample of Job-Stayers

Monthly Quarterly Annual
Mean Unconditional Change (%) 0.3 1.0 3.9
Median Unconditional Change (%) 0.0 0.0 2.4
Standard Deviation of Unconditional Change (%) 2.6 3.7 6.5

Mean Wage Change (%) 5.2 5.1 5.8
Median Wage Change (%) 3.1 3.1 3.4
Standard Deviation of Wage Change (%) 8.0 6.5 7.0

Mean Change, Conditional on Positive (%) 6.2 5.7 6.3
Median Change, Conditional on Positive (%) 3.3 3.3 3.5
Stan. Dev. Change, Conditional on Positive (%) 7.7 6.4 7.0

Mean Change, Conditional on Negative (%) -10.7 -8.7 -7.3
Median Change, Conditional on Negative (%) -8.3 -7.7 -6.6
Stan. Dev. Change, Conditional on Negative (%) 8.1 5.8 4.6

Notes: Table shows moments of the wage change distribution for different horizons for a sample of job-stayers
in the ADP data between 2008 and 2016. For this table, we use our employee sample and pool together
hourly and salaried workers. All data are weighted to be nationally representative of sample of workers
working in firms with more than 50 employees.
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workers who are paid hourly and who have substantive movements in monthly hours worked

throughout the year. Even for workers whose hours appear allocative, there are essentially

no nominal base wage cuts and roughly one-third of workers do not receive a year-over-year

nominal base wage increase.

Table 6 shows additional moments of the base wage change distribution. For this table, we

only report results pooling together both hourly and salaried workers given the frequency of

adjustment distributions were similar between the two groups.18 During this period, mean

and median nominal base wage growth for workers who remain on the same job equaled

3.9 percent and 2.4 percent, respectively.19 Conditional on a base wage change occurring,

annual mean and median base nominal wage growth was 5.8 and 3.4 percent. A key statistic

we will focus on throughout the paper is the standard deviation of nominal wage growth.

Unconditionally and conditional on a base wage change occurring, the standard deviation of

annual nominal base wage growth during the full 2008-2016 period was 6.5 percent and 7.0

percent, respectively.20 Additionally, conditional on a positive base wage change occurring

during a 12 month period, the mean and median size of the increase was 6.3 and 3.5 percent.

The fact that the mean is much higher than the median reinforces the fact that some workers

receive very large nominal base wage changes on the job, perhaps due to promotions. The

mean and median size of a base wage cut, conditional on the worker experiencing a nominal

base wage reduction, were both around 7 percent. While the frequency of base wage increases

is much higher than wage cuts, the mean size of a base wage increase is very similar to the

mean size of a base wage cut.

In Online Appendix, we show a set of additional results surrounding time dependence in

base wage adjustments. Conditional on a job-stayer receiving a base wage change during a

year, most receive only one change. Most firms change the base wages of their employees in

the same month. Most job-stayers receive a base wage change one-year from their last wage

change. Workers who receive a wage change off-cycle (in a different month from most workers

within the firm) tend to get higher wage increases than those who receive a wage change on-

cycle. Collectively, at the firm-worker level, these results show strong evidence of staggered

contracts (see Taylor (1979)). However, different firms adjust the base wages of most of

18To limit the effect of extreme outliers when computing mean wage changes, we winsorize both the top and
bottom 1% of nominal wages and the top and bottom 1% of wage changes. We only do this when computing
the size of wage changes conditional on a wage change occurring. This does not affect our frequency of wage
change results in any way.

19It should be noted that our wage growth for job-stayers includes a combination of cohort, time and age
effects. The presence of age effects implies that wage growth for job-stayers are higher than the wage growth
for the economy as a whole. See Beraja et al. (2016) who make a similar point when comparing time series
and panel data wage growth patterns in the CPS during the Great Recession.

20In the Appendix Table A2, we also report the skewness and kurtosis of the distribution.
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their workers in different months. There is some monthly seasonality in the probability of

a worker receiving a wage change with January, April, July and October being the months

with most frequent adjustments. However, when aggregating the data to quarterly levels,

there is little quarterly seasonality. Given these facts, we compute a measure of the average

duration of a base wage increase for a worker assuming Calvo adjustment. This is a crude

measure given the evidence of state dependence presented in Section 10. But, given that the

literature focuses on a measure of average duration in Calvo models of wage adjustments,

we feel it is a useful statistic to use when comparing the nature of nominal wage adjustment

across our different wage concepts. The results in Table 5 suggest the average duration of a

nominal base wage for job-stayers is about 6.0 quarters.

6 Nominal Base Wage Adjustments for Job-Changers

The prior section focuses on nominal base wage adjustments for individual job-stayers. How-

ever, models in which most base wage adjustment originates from movements across firms

or due to the arrival of outside offers, such as many labor search models (Menzio and Shi

(2011); Cahuc et al. (2006)), may be better calibrated to moments measuring nominal wage

adjustments for job-changers. In this section, we use the ADP data to provide such moments.

There is a large literature documenting that wages of job-changers are more pro-cyclical

than those of job-stayers (see, for instance, Bils (1985); Haefke et al. (2013); Pissarides

(2009); Martins et al. (2012) and Gertler et al. (2016)). These studies show that the wages

of employees entering new jobs tend to move almost one-for-one with labor productivity

and that this high degree of pro-cyclicality persists even after controlling for detailed job

characteristics; it does not appear to be completely due to pro-cyclical “job upgrading.”

Our paper contributes to this literature by using high quality administrative data on wages

to measure not only the mean wage adjustment of job-changers, but also provides a number

of moments of the distribution of wage changes for job-changers as a whole.

The analysis in this section uses our job-changer sample. When measuring wage adjust-

ment for job-changers, three issues are worth noting. First, we stress that we are measuring

wage changes for workers who move from one ADP firm to another ADP firm. An implicit

assumption we make throughout the paper is that the patterns of nominal base wage ad-

justments for workers who migrate across ADP firms are similar to the patterns of nominal

base wage adjustment for workers who migrate to and from non-ADP firms.

Second, the notion of a “firm” within the ADP dataset is a unit that contracts with ADP.

Sometimes, multiple establishments within a firm contract separately with ADP or firms will

spin off into multiple units each contracting separately with ADP. In this case, a movement
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from one establishment within a firm to another establishment within the same firm will look

like a job-change. To account for such flows, we measure the percent of job-changers leaving

a given firm in month t and showing up at another ADP firm in month t+ 1 or month t+ 2

using the universe of our data. If more than twenty percent of job-changers leaving firm i

subsequently show up in firm j with no intervening employment spell elsewhere between t

and t+ 2, we treat switches from i to j as within firm movements over this time period, and

do not include them in our job-changer sample. In addition, if a worker’s reported tenure

does not reset after switching firms, we exclude that worker from the job-changer sample.

Finally, the choice of timing is more nuanced given the nature of our data. As with

job-stayers, we can measure base wage changes for job-changers at one-month, one-quarter,

and one-year frequencies. However, when we see a worker at firm i in month t and then see

a worker at firm j in month t+ 12, the worker may have multiple other jobs in the interim.

Because we only measure labor market outcomes for ADP firms, if a worker disappears from

our dataset for a short time but reappears later, we are not able to distinguish if the worker

was not employed or whether the worker was employed but at a non-ADP firm. For many

applications, such distinctions are not important. However, it is worth keeping such timing

issues in mind when interpreting our wage adjustment measures for job-changers.21

Figure 3 plots the distribution of 12-month nominal base wage changes for a sample of

job-changers. The patterns are strikingly different from the patterns in Figure 2. First,

essentially all job-changers receive a base wage change over a given year. Only about 6.5

percent of hourly job-changers and 3.3 percent of salaried job-changers do not receive a

year-over-year base wage change. Second, the propensity for a base wage cut is very high

for job-changers with 39.2% of workers paid hourly and 31.2% of salaried workers receiving

a base wage decline during a job-change. Finally, the distribution of base wage changes is

more symmetric around zero. As seen from the figure, there are roughly as many small base

wage increases (0-2 percent) as there are slightly larger base wage increases (2-4 percent).

There is much more base wage adjustment for job-changers than there is for job-stayers.

Table 7 shows key statistics on the distribution of base wage changes for job-changers.

Conditional on a job change and a base wage change, mean and median annual base wage

growth was 8.0 and 4.6 percent accordingly. Base wage growth is much larger for job-changers

than it is for job-stayers. As seen from Figure 3, there is a large amount of heterogeneity

in base wage changes for job-changers. Job-changers whose nominal base wage increased

over the year experienced, on average, a 26.1 percent increase. Job-changers whose nominal

21We restrict our analysis to include only those workers who switch between either hourly jobs or who
switch between salaried jobs. We exclude those who switch between the two types of jobs. These switches
across payment types are relatively rare, but generate large swings in base wages in almost all cases.
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Figure 3: 12-Month Base Wage Change Distribution for Job-Changers
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Notes: Figure shows the 12 month change in nominal base wages for workers in our job-changer
sample. We include all data from 2008-2016. See text for additional details.

base wage fell over the year experienced, on average, a 18.5 percent wage cut. Moreover, the

standard deviation of annual nominal base wage changes for job-changers is 29.3 percent -

almost five times larger than the standard deviation of annual nominal base wage changes

for job-stayers.22

7 Aggregate Nominal Wage Adjustments

We now combine our measures of base wage adjustments for job-stayers and job-changers

into an aggregate measure of nominal wage adjustments.23 This measure is appropriate for

the study of movements of macro variables in models with no defined notion of a job-stayer

or job-switcher, as is the case in canonical New Keynesian models such as Christiano et

al. (2005) and Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2012). The large sample of both job-stayers and

job-changers at a high frequency is a unique feature of the ADP data which allows us to

construct such a measure for the first time. The inclusion of job-switchers vastly reduces the

degree of realized nominal wage rigidity in the economy, particular on the downside, relative

to the job-stayer benchmark which has been measured in the literature to-date.

22The patterns of nominal wage changes of job-changers that we document using the ADP data are similar
to the patterns found using French data in the 1990s as documented in Postel-Vinay and Robin (2002).
Postel-Vinay and Robin (2002) document that about one-third of French workers experience a real wage
decline as they move from job-to-job with no intervening unemployment spell during a period of relatively
low inflation.

23New entrants to the labor market also provide another margin of potential nominal wage adjustment.
We are unable to measure job entrants within the ADP data so we abstract from them in our analysis.
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Table 7: Nominal Base Wage Change Statistics, Pooled 2008-2016 Sample of Job-Changers

Quarterly Annual
Prob of Positive Change (%) 52.7 56.8
Prob of Negative Change (%) 37.4 38.0

Mean Unconditional Change (%) 6.3 8.0
Median Unconditional Change (%) 2.3 4.6
S.D. of Unconditional Change (%) 25.9 29.3

Mean Conditional Change (%) 7.0 8.5
Median Conditional Change (%) 5.0 6.0
S.D. of Conditional Change (%) 27.2 30.1

Mean Change, Conditional on Positive (%) 23.5 26.1
Median Change, Conditional on Positive (%) 16.7 18.5
Mean Change, Conditional on Negative (%) -16.5 -18.5
Median Change, Conditional on Negative (%) -13.6 -15.8

Notes: Table shows moments of the wage change distribution for job-changers for different horizons.
For this table, we use our job-changer sample and pool together hourly and salaried workers.

To construct an aggregate measure of nominal wage flexibility, one must combine the

patterns of wage adjustment for job-stayers with the patterns for job-changers. Were the

universe of workers available, this would be a relatively easy task. However, as noted above,

we can only measure job-changers who migrate between one ADP firm and another ADP

firm. Given that ADP only has information on a subset of US workers, most job-to-job flows

involve a non-ADP firm.

To circumvent this problem, we use aggregate data on job-to-job flows published by

the US Census Bureau using data from the Longitudinal Employer Household Dynamics

(LEHD) database.24 Using matched employee-employer records, Census creates measures of

quarterly job flows. In particular, we use the Census’s Job-to-Job Flows Data (J2J) focusing

on transitions between workers’ main jobs. For any given worker in quarter t whose main

job is at firm i, the J2J data measure the probability that the worker’s main job in quarter

t + 1 remained at firm i (job-stayers), was at a different firm j (job-changers), or that the

worker was not employed in quarter t+ 1 (become non-employed). These three probabilities

sum to 1 within each quarter. Using data from 2008 through 2016, the quarterly job staying

rate averaged 88.7 percent, the quarterly job switching rate averaged 4.6 percent, and the

24See https://lehd.ces.census.gov/data/j2j_beta.html, accessed June 30, 2018. We focus on the
job-to-job flows at the quarterly frequency allowing for at most short unemployment spells between the job
transitions.
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quarterly transition rate to non-employment was 6.9 percent. At the time of writing, the

Census has not yet released annual job-to-job flows. As a rough approximation, we construct

annual job changing rates by multiplying the quarterly rates by 4. Doing so implies that

18.5 percent of workers switch job annually.25 In order to aggregate our job-staying and

job-changing results, we weight our job-changing data by the fraction of job-changers in the

LEHD data relative to one minus the fraction of job-changers. For quarterly data, we ensure

that job-changers are weighted so that they represent 4.8 percent of workers (0.046/(1-0.046))

on average. For annual data, we ensure that job-changers are weighted so that they represent

22.7 percent of workers (0.185/(1-0.185)).

Table 8 shows statistics for the aggregate nominal base wage change distribution com-

bining data from both job-stayers and job-changers. Column 1 of the table shows quarterly

statistics on aggregate base wage changes while column 2 shows similar annual statistics.

The table shows that there is much more aggregate nominal base wage flexibility than one

would conclude from looking at job-stayers alone. Over the entire sample period, roughly

71.3 percent of workers receive a nominal wage change. Of those, nearly 9 percent received

nominal base wage declines, compared with 2 percent of job-stayers. While nominal base

wage declines are still rare in the aggregate relative to nominal wage increases, including

data on job-changers quadruples the amount of nominal base wage cuts relative to looking

at only job-stayers. Moreover, the standard deviation of base wage growth – both uncon-

ditionally and conditional on a wage change – is over twice as large in the aggregate as

amongst job-stayers. For example, unconditionally, the standard deviation of nominal base

wage growth in the aggregate is 12 percent while the standard deviation of base wage growth

for job-stayers is about 6 percent.

Overall, the inclusion of job-changers in our measures of wage rigidity greatly increases

realized flexibility in the economy. Although job-stayer wage rigidity may have a complicated

equilibrium relationship with the decision to switch jobs, the evidence presented here has

important consequences for the quantitative predictions of existing macro models. The

excessive rigidity inferred by simply considering base wage adjustment for job-stayers will

lead New Keynesians to overstate the pass-through of monetary policy to real quantities.

25This approximation is consistent with aggregate data on job tenure. Hyatt and Spletzer (2016) use
tenure supplements to the CPS and matched employer-employee data from the LEHD to document that
roughly 20-25 percent of workers have tenure less than a year during the 2008-2014 period.
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Table 8: Moments of Aggregate Wage Change Distribution Combining Job-Stayers and Job-
Changers, Pooled 2008-2016

Quarterly Annual
Probability of Positive Wage Change (%) 20.6 62.7
Probability of Negative Wage Change (%) 3.2 8.7

Mean Unconditional Change (%) 1.2 4.4
Median Unconditional Change (%) 0.0 2.5
S.D. of Unconditional Change (%) 6.7 12.0

Mean Conditional Change (%) 5.3 6.2
Median Conditional Change (%) 3.1 3.5
S.D. of Conditional Change (%) 13.1 13.9

Notes: Table shows aggregate moments of base wage adjustment at different horizons combining
data on both job-stayers and job-changers during the 2008-2016 period. For this table, we pool
together both hourly and salaried workers. We use our employee sample for this analysis. See text
for additional discussion of our job-changer sample.

8 The Cyclicality of New Hire Base Wages

As Pissarides (2009) makes clear, the flexibility of new hire wages is the key determinant of

aggregate employment fluctuations in many models. As a result, a large literature dating

back to Bils (1985) has established that job-changers’ wages are more cyclical than those of

job-stayers, which we confirm with the ADP data above. However, the cyclicality of new

hire wages does not necessarily map directly into new hire wage rigidity. This is principally

due to selection: if lower quality workers are more likely to be displaced during a recession,

wages of new hires may look lower in recessions than in booms, even if the wage per efficiency

unit of labor were perfectly rigid. Similarly, if firms hire higher quality workers for a given

job in a recession, the cyclicality of measured new hire wages may be different to that of new

hire’s wage per efficiency unit. This idea has been well established in the literature by, for

instance, Solon et al. (1994, 1997), and more recently by Gertler et al. (2016) who show that

much of the cyclicality of new hire wages may be explained by pro-cyclical match quality.

A cleaner measure of new hire wage rigidity would compare the evolution of wages of

new hires within a firm with that of similar incumbent workers within the same firm. If

new hire wages are more flexible than incumbent workers, then job-changer wages should be

lower than the wages of job-stayers who work in the same job during downturns, and higher

(modulo tenure effects) in booms. By conditioning on worker type, this measure reduces

the influence of selection on new hire wage cyclicality, thereby better reflecting traditional

notions of wage rigidity.
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Controlling for selection in this way is challenging in practice. We proceed by constructing

a matching estimator, which compares the year-over-year base wage adjustment of job-

changers to a matched job-stayer, who is of a similar age and initial wage level (a proxy

of the worker’s unobserved type) and works at the changer’s destination firm. Throughout

this analysis, we focus on our job-changer sample. Define wi
j,t−1 as the base wage (measured

in nominal dollars per hour) of worker i who works at firm j in year t − 1. As above, we

assume that salaried employees work 40 hours per week when making their hourly base wage

measure. We treat this as a measure of a worker’s quality in t− 1. Define ait−1 as individual

i’s 5-year age bin (e.g. 21-25, 26-30, etc.) in year t− 1. Finally, define pit−1 to be individual

i’s percentile within the national wage distribution in year t− 1.

To construct our matching estimator, we begin by examining the base wage adjustment of

job-stayers. Denote by Ijt (p, a) the set of workers who work for firm j continuously between

years t− 1 and t, and who lie in wage percentile p and age group a in t− 1:

Ijt (p, a) = {i : (pit−1 = p) ∩ (ait−1 = a) ∩ (i works for j in t− 1 and t)}

Denote by N j
t (p, a) the size of this set: i.e. the number of job-stayers at firm j at percentile p

and age a. For every combination of wage percentile and age bin within a firm, we construct

the mean wage change for job-stayers:26

∆j
t(p, a) =

∑
i∈Ijt

(lnwi
j,t − lnwi

j,t−1)

N j
t (p, a)

The goal is to compare this ∆j
t(p, a) to the wage changes of similar job-changers into firm j.

We therefore turn to our job-changer sample and construct the 12-month base wage change

for every switcher in our sample as they move from firm j to j′, exactly as in section 6.

Denote the change of switcher i as dwc
i . Then we compare each job-changer i moving to firm

j′ with a matched job-stayer at that same firm with the same initial wage percentile and age

group; that is we compare dwc
i to ∆j

t(p
i
t−1, a

i
t−1).

Figure 4 plots the results of this matching exercise. Panel A plots the mean wage changes

of job-changers (black lines) and their matched job-stayers (gray lines) throughout the base

wage distribution. The solid lines with diamond markers show the patterns for the recovery

period from 2012-2016, while the dashed lines with circle markers present the mean wage

changes in the recession period of 2008-2010.27 The plot shows a negative relationship be-

26To maximize power, we use the full ADP data for this exercise, rather than any of our subsamples.
27We exclude the highest and lowest ventiles from the plot, because bottom earners (bottom five percent of

the wage distribution) are constrained by institutional details such as the minimum wage, and the distribution
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Figure 4: Job-Changers’ Wage Changes Compared with Matched Job-Stayers, by Period
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Notes: Figure plots results of our matching exercise detailed in the text. Job-changers are matched to
job-stayers in the same destination firm, at the same initial wage percentile, and same age. We then plot
the mean 12 month wage changes of both changers and their matched stayer by wage ventile (Panel A), and
the mean difference between changer and matched stayer (Panel B).

tween mean wage changes and initial wage percentile for both changers and stayers, in part

reflecting life cycle effects.28 However, this relationship is less pronounced during the reces-

sion. In the recovery period, an individual at the median of the national income distribution

could expect a 5.5% increase in wages on average, but this fell to 3.5% during the recession,

which mirrors the procyclicality of new hire wages documented in the literature.

One can also see from Panel A that job-changers’ wages evolve similarly to those of their

matched job-stayer counterparts: the black lines trace the gray lines very closely. Panel B

plots the difference between changers’ and matched stayers’ year-over-year wage changes for

the recession (dashed line) and recovery (solid line) periods. For the majority of the wage

distribution, the recovery line is above the recession line, indicating that job-changers had

lower wage growth relative to similar job-stayers in the recession than in the recovery. This

suggests that new hire wages are more flexible than that of incumbent workers. However, the

size of this difference is quite small in magnitude: on average, changers experienced a wage

increase relative to their matched job-stayers which was 22 basis points lower in the recession

than in the recovery. Indeed, if we regress, at the individual changer level, the gap between

changers’ wage growth and their matched stayer’s wage growth (∆j
t(p

i
t−1, a

i
t−1) − dwc

i ) on a

of top earners’ income (top five percent of wage distribution) is quite disperse, reducing the reliability of our
match based on wage percentiles.

28Although the matching between job-changers and stayers is done with age, the wage percentiles are
calculated using the national distribution. Thus Panel A includes life cycle effects in the mean wage change.
In addition, we match based on percentiles, but collapse to mean changes by ventile for legibility.
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recession indicator controlling for individual age, initial wage percentile, industry, firm size,

sex, and an indicator for being hourly, we find that the gap between changers and stayers

becomes a statistically significant 19 basis points more negative in the recession.29 Given

the individual standard deviation of this gap is 8 percentage points, and the mean gap is

just 24 basis points over our whole sample, this constitutes a relatively small effect. For

comparison, Gertler et al. (2016) find that a one percentage point increase in the aggregate

unemployment rate is associated with a reduction of job-changer wage growth which is one

percentage point larger than that of job-stayers.30 We find that the roughly 3 percentage

points higher unemployment rate during the crisis was associated with a disproportionate

reduction in job-changer wage growth of about 20 basis points, implying a semi-elasticity

of 0.06, roughly one-twentieth of Gertler et al. (2016)’s exercise which does not control for

compositional shifts of changers over the cycle.

Collectively, our new hire results yield a few key insights. First, we confirm below that

job-changers have more cyclical wages than do job-stayers. Furthermore, after controlling

for selection as best we can, it remains true that job-changers’ wages respond more in down-

turns than do job-stayers, suggesting some higher degree of new hire flexibility. However,

this residual differential flexibility for job-changers appears quite small, suggesting that the

majority of the increased cyclicality of job-changers can be explained through composition

effects, as posited by Gertler et al. (2016). The results presented in this section comple-

ment those of Hazell and Taska (2018), who document that posted wages adjust about as

frequently as do the wages of incumbent workers. New hire wages at the job level do not ap-

pear substantially more flexible than do those of job-stayers, suggesting that internal equity

concerns may be important in wage setting.

9 Including Bonuses in Measures of Nominal Wage

Adjustments for Job-Stayers

In this section, we gauge the importance of bonuses in providing an additional margin of

flexibility for job-stayers. Bonuses have long been considered a potential source of addi-

tional wage cyclicality and earnings flexibility (Shin and Solon, 2007).31 For this analysis,

we restrict our employee sample to include only non-commission workers who remain con-

29We cluster standard errors at the destination firm level for this exercise; p < 0.001.
30A similar regression in our data shows that the response of 12-month base wage growth to a 1 percentage

point change in aggregate unemployment is 1.4 percent larger for job-changers than for job-stayers.
31Makridis and Gittleman (2018) show that performance pay jobs have larger adjustments in compensation

per worker over the business cycle than do fixed wage workers in the National Compensation Survey, but
are unable to measure adjustments at the individual worker level.
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tinuously employed with the same firm for twenty four consecutive calendar months. The

twenty-four consecutive calendar month restriction is necessitated by the fact that bonuses

accrue annually. Given that our data starts mid-year through 2008, our bonus sample pools

together workers for all two year periods between 2009 and 2016. During our sample period,

44.5 percent of non-commission job-stayers received no bonus both in year t and year t + 1

while 32.4 percent of non-commission job-stayers received a bonus in both year t and t+ 1.

The remaining 23.1 percent of workers received a bonus in only one of the two years.

To assess how bonus flexibility affects the frequency of nominal wage adjustment, our

bonus and base wage measures must be in the same units. We therefore define a measure of

“modified monthly base earnings,” which isolates fluctuations in a worker’s base pay which

arise from changes in wages rather than hours. Since salaried workers have no meaning-

ful hours adjustments, modified monthly base earnings for salaried workers is simply their

monthly base earnings (their base wage times the number of pay periods per month). How-

ever, modified monthly base earnings for hourly workers is their monthly base wage times

the average monthly hours worked over the relevant two year period. Specifically, when we

explore changes in nominal wage adjustments inclusive of bonuses between year t and t+ 1,

average monthly hours worked for hourly workers is simply the total annual hours worked

in both years t and t + 1 divided by 24. By fixing number of hours for hourly workers, we

ensure that all the movements in modified base monthly earnings is coming from changes in

the base wage; it is in this sense that the earnings are “modified”. Given that bonuses are

measured annually, we then make a measure of “modified annual base earnings” by summing

the monthly modified earnings for each worker over a 12 calendar month period.

Our key variable of interest is “modified annual total earnings” which is computed as

the sum of modified annual base earnings plus annual bonuses. It is worth stressing that

our modified annual total earnings variable differs from annualized total earnings in two

ways. First, the measure includes only earnings from base wages and bonuses. It excludes

any earnings from overtime premiums and other small infrequent payments. Second, it

normalizes the hours for hourly workers to be the average annual hours worked over a given

two year period. The benefit of this is that any movement in this earnings measure across

the two years is attributed to a change in base wages or a change in bonuses.

Panel A of Figure 5 shows the 12 month change in modified annual base earnings for non-

commission workers who remain continuously employed on the same job for two calendar

years. Not surprisingly, this figure is very similar to those presented in 2. Both only measure

variation in base wages over time. The only difference between the two figures results from

selection on non-commission workers and time aggregation. Most of the difference stems

from time aggregation. Given that Panel A of Figure 5 measures nominal wage adjustments
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Figure 5: Annual Changes in Modified Base Earnings and Modified Annual Earnings: 24-
month Job-Stayers, Excluding Commission Workers
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Notes: Figure plots the distribution of year-over-year changes in base wage (Panel A) and modified base
earnings (Panel A) and modified annual earnings (Panel B). Modified base earnings are base earnings holding
fixed hours for hourly workers. Modified annual earnings is modified base earnings plus annual bonus
payments. Figure restricts attention to a sample of 24-month job-stayers excluding commission workers,
between 2009 and 2016.

between all of t−1 and all of t, wage changes that occur prior to December of t−1 will show

up as an additional nominal wage adjustment relative to Figure 2. As a result, the variance

of changes is slightly higher for annual modified base earnings relative to 12-month changes

in base wages.

Panel B of Figure 5 presents the annual change in modified earnings (inclusive of bonuses)

for all non-commission workers in our sample. Relative to Panel A, the change in annual

modified earnings (inclusive of bonuses) is much more dispersed. While only 2.9 percent

of workers received an annual modified base earnings decline, 15.7 percent of workers saw

reduced annual nominal wages inclusive of bonuses. Additionally, accounting for bonuses

increases the standard-deviation of nominal wage changes from 4.6 percent to 7.7 percent.

Bonuses provide firms with an additional margin of wage adjustment for their employees.

As highlighted above, at the worker level, bonuses are not persistent. A worker’s bonus

in year t is not predictive of the amount of the worker’s bonus received in year t + 1.

Thus, while bonuses provide some flexibility to a worker’s spot wage in a given year, they

exert less influence on the user cost of a worker. However, bonuses are certainly important

determinants of the volatility of a worker’s earnings from year to year. Indeed, the results in

Figure 5 are consistent with contemporaneous work by Kurmann and McEntarfer (2018) and

Jardim et al. (2019) who use data from the US Longitudinal Employer Household Dynamics

(LEHD) survey and Washington State Unemployment Insurance Records to examine nominal
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Figure 6: Modified Annual Earnings Fluctuations by Base Wage Quartile, Two-Year Sample
of Job-Stayers Excluding Commission Workers, 2009-2016
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Notes: Figure shows the distribution of modified annual earnings for our sample of workers who remain
continuously employed with the same firm for two consecutive calendar years. Panels A and B show,
respectively, patterns for those in the bottom and top quartiles of the base wage distribution, measured
before the adjustment.

annual earnings-per-hour adjustments for a sample of job-stayers who reside in Washington

state.32 Both Kurmann and McEntarfer (2018) and Jardim et al. (2019) find that roughly 20

percent of workers receive a decline in nominal earnings per hour during a given year. While

their results are not directly comparable to ours because they are focused only on residents

of Washington state and also include overtime premiums and commissions in their earnings

measure along with base wages and bonuses, it is encouraging that our annual variation in

annual modified earnings matches closely their measure of annual variation in earnings per

hour. What distinguishes our broader results from theirs is our ability to highlight how much

of the variation is coming from base earnings verses bonuses. As highlighted throughout,

such distinctions are important for many potential applications.

If bonuses do provide firms with additional flexibility in adjusting the nominal wages of

their workers, they only do so for higher income workers. Figure 6 presents the distribution

annual changes in modified base earnings plus bonuses (modified annual earnings) for two

groups of workers: those in the bottom quartile of the base wage distribution (left panel)

and those in the top quartile of the base wage distribution (right panel). For most low-wage

workers, bonuses are trivial share of income. As a result, accounting for bonuses has little

effect on low-wage workers’ nominal wage adjustments, leading them to hardly ever receive

32They focus their sample on residents of Washington state because Washington requires employers to
report the hours workerd of their employees as part of their Unemployment Insurance program.
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Table 9: Moments of the Annual Change Distribution Across Wage Notions, Two-year Job-
Stayers, 2012-2016

Aggregate
Modified Modified Modified

Base Annual Annual
Earnings Earning Earnings

Prob of Positive Change (%) 80.4 75.0 68.5
Prob of Negative Change (%) 2.9 15.7 21.6

Mean Unconditional Change (%) 3.7 4.0 5.2
Median Unconditional Change (%) 2.7 2.7 2.8
SD of Unconditional Change (%) 4.6 7.7 16.9

Mean Conditional Change (%) 4.5 4.4 5.8
Median Conditional Change (%) 3.0 3.0 3.3
SD of Conditional Change (%) 4.7 7.9 18.6

Notes: Table plots key moments of the wage change distribution for the sample of two-year job-stayers. Each
column presents the moments of the distribution of a separate notion of wage. Column 1 highlights modified
base earnings for job stayers. Column 2 highlights modified annual earnings which combines base earnings
and bonuses for job stayers. Column 3 highlights aggregated modified annual earnings which combines
changes in modified annual earnings for job-stayers and changes in base wages for job-changers.

nominal wage cuts. However, for high-wage workers, bonuses provide a large amount of

additional flexibility. Incorporating bonus adjustments results in 23.6 percent of workers in

the top wage quartile experiencing a nominal wage cut during a year. This result is interesting

given the fact that much of the displacement of workers at business cycle frequencies comes

from the bottom of the wage distribution. It also contrasts with the results we highlight

in the Online Appendix showing that the probability of base wage adjustments does not

vary with a worker’s base wage. The results in Figure 6 suggest there are potential gains

from modeling heterogeneity across workers in the extent to which bonuses are part of their

compensation if bonuses are an important margin of adjustment within the model.

The first two columns of Table 9 summarizes results on the frequency of modified base

earnings and modified annual earnings (inclusive of base and bonuses) for our sample of

2-year job-stayers. The third column of the table shows a measure of aggregate nominal

wage adjustments inclusive of bonus income for job-stayers and accounting for the aggregate

amount of job-changers. Specifically, we focus on annual modified earnings for job-stayers

(column 2) and combine that with annual base wage changes for job-changers with the job-

changers weighted accordingly using the aggregate job-to-job transition weights discussed
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above.33 In aggregate data, spot wages are more flexible both because of job-changers and

because bonuses are moving around at annual frequencies. As seen from Column 3, in the

aggregate, 21.6 percent of all workers receive a nominal wage decline during a given year

when accounting for job-changers and bonuses received by job-stayers.

We conclude this section by briefly discussing how accounting for fringe benefits affects

the frequency of nominal wage adjustments. When exploring the importance of fringe bene-

fits, we created an additional wage measure which was defined as modified annual earnings

(inclusive of bonuses) plus the annual value of employer-provided health insurance and con-

tributions to deferred compensation plans. Incorporating fringe benefits into our analysis

does not substantively alter the frequency of annual changes either up or down. The prob-

ability of an increase in base earnings plus bonuses and fringe was about 78 percent. The

comparable probability for the increase in base earnings plus bonuses (column 2 of Table 9)

is 75 percent. Both the size of the increase and the standard deviation of the change are

larger after including fringe benefits with the standard deviation increasing from 7.7% to

10.9%. These patterns are consistent with benefits being a relatively constant fraction of a

worker’s earnings. As a worker’s base earnings change, so too do their fringe benefits. Under

this scenario, accounting for fringe does not alter the propensity for a worker to receive a

wage change, but would scale up both the mean and the standard deviation of changes.

10 State Dependence in Nominal Wage Adjustment

In this section, we examine the extent to which aggregate wage adjustments move with ag-

gregate and firm-specific conditions. Many macro models of wage adjustments assume a

constant probability that a worker receives a wage adjustment. Using a variety of method-

ologies, we highlight that the probability of a base wage adjustment varies substantively with

aggregate and firm level economic activity, but that bonuses are relatively acyclical.

10.1 Time Series Variation in Nominal Base Wage Adjustments

There are two principal reasons why one might observe state dependence in realized nominal

wage changes for job-stayers. The first is if there is some explicit cost for firms to adjusting

the wages of existing workers. Non-convex adjustment costs, or “menu costs,” are commonly

employed in New Keynesian models of price setting in order to match moments of the price

data. Fixed adjustment costs generate an inaction region whereby firms that are close

33We cannot include bonuses for job-changers, as we do not observe a full year of data for job-changers
that join their jobs in months other than January.
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to their optimal price in a frictionless economy do not adjust their prices until they move

sufficiently far away from their optimal price. Thus, with a menu cost of adjusting prices, the

state of the firm - its distance from the optimal pricing rule - is central to price adjustment

decisions. As a result, price changes are infrequent, and large when they occur. Although

menu cost models of wage adjustments are rare, principally due to challenges arising from

wage bargaining, the intuition gained from the output pricing literature helps guide analysis

of state dependence in wage setting.

A second reason for state dependence in nominal wage adjustments for job-stayers might

arise in a framework with asymmetric rigidity. For instance, suppose that it is harder for

firms to cut wages than to raise them, possibly due to concerns over morale or because of

union pressure. Under this scenario, firms receiving a negative productivity shock would have

a lower probability of being able to adjust wages to the desired level than firms receiving a

positive productivity shock. This would imply that wages would then appear less flexible in

downturns than in booms.

Figure 7 plots the time series of base wage adjustments for job-stayers using our employee

sample pooling together both hourly and salaried workers. The top panel plots the extensive

margin of base wage changes: the percent of all employees in month t who have a different

base wage from month t− 12. As a reminder, our data starts in May 2008. That means the

first observation in each of the panels in Figure 7 is for May 2009 and measures the fraction

of job-stayers who received a base wage change between May 2008 and May 2009. The fact

that our data spans the Great Recession allows us to explore business cycle variation in the

extent of base wage adjustments.

As seen from the left panel of Figure 7, wage adjustments of job-stayers exhibit striking

pro-cyclicality. Only about 55 percent of continuing wage workers received a year-over-year

wage change during the depths of the recession. However, after the recession ended, during

the 2012 to 2014 period, between 65 and 70 percent of workers received a wage change. As of

the end of 2016, nearly 75 percent of all workers received a nominal base wage change. While

most of the time series variation was between the recession and non-recessionary periods,

there is still a trend upwards in the share of workers receiving an annual base wage change

between 2012 and 2016.

The right panel of Figure 7 separates the probability of a base wage change of job-stayers

into the probability of a base wage increase (solid line - measured on the left axis) and

the probability of a wage declines (dashed line - measured on the right axis). During the

Great Recession, the propensity of base wage increases for job-stayers fell sharply while

the propensity of base wage declines rose sharply. Although nominal base wage cuts are

exceedingly rare for job-stayers during non-recessionary periods, upwards of 6 percent of all
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Figure 7: Time Series of Nominal Base Wage Adjustments, Job-Stayers
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Notes: Figure plots the propensity to receive a 12-month base wage change over time for our
employee sample of job-stayers between May 2009 and December 2016. The data are weighted to
match the firm size × industry mix found in the BDS.

continuing workers received a nominal base wage cut during late 2009 and early 2010.

Although not shown in the figure, the mean size of base wage changes, conditional on

a wage change occurring, is also highly procyclical. During the Great Recession, the mean

size of a nominal base wage change for those receiving a base wage change was about 5

percent. The corresponding number as of 2016 was 6.5 percent. Putting the above results

together, within-firm nominal base wage growth for job-stayers is highly pro-cyclical. For

employees who remain with the firm, both the probability and size of nominal base wage

raises are increasing in business cycle conditions. There is a large literature on the cyclicality

of aggregate wages.34 Our results show that for a given worker on the job, nominal base

wage changes are also strongly pro-cyclical.

The first two columns of Table 10 summarizes the business cycle differences in nominal

base wage adjustments for job-stayers. We separate the sample into two periods: a period

representing the depths of the Great Recession (May 2009-December 2010) and a period well

into the recovery (January 2012 - December 2016). Consistent with the results in Figure

7, nominal wage cuts were more prevalent during the recession than during the recovery

period. Base wages are less downwardly rigid during the Great Recession. 4 percent of

job-stayers overall and 6 percent of salaried job-stayrs received a base wage decline during

the Great Recession. While base wages appeared more downwardly flexible during the

Great Recession for job-stayers, the fraction of workers receiving a zero nominal base wage

34See, for example, Solon et al. (1994), Gertler et al. (2016) and the recent survey by Basu and House
(2016).
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Table 10: Summary of 12-Month Wage Change Distribution During and After the Great
Recession, Job-Stayers and Job-Changers

Job-Stayers Job-Changers Aggregate
2009-10 2012-16 2009-10 2012-16 2009-10 2012-16

Pr{∆w < 0} 4.2 2.0 44.0 36.4 10.6 8.4
Pr{∆w = 0} 43.3 30.6 5.5 5.5 37.4 25.6
Pr{∆w > 0} 52.5 67.4 50.5 58.1 52.0 66.0
S.D. of ∆w (%) 6.3 7.0 31.4 28.9 12.1 12.4

Notes: Table shows the distribution of 12-month wage adjustment for job-stayers (columns 1 and
2), job-changers (columns 3 and 4), and a combination of both (columns 5 and 6) over the cycle.
The results are for a sample that pools together both hourly and salaried workers. We show
statistics for the period between May 2009 and December 2010 and the period between January
2012 through December 2016.

change also increased for both salaried and hourly workers. Interestingly, the unconditional

standard deviation of base wage changes fell slightly during the recession for all workers from

7.0 percent to 6.3 percent. In summary, overall nominal base wage adjustments fell during

the Great Recession but downward adjustments increased.

Figure 8 shows time series trends in the probability of a nominal base wage increase

(left panel) and a nominal base wage cut (right panel) for job-stayers by industry. During

the Great Recession, manufacturing and construction were two of the hardest hit industries.

Roughly 10 percent of construction workers and 8 percent of manufacturing workers who

remained on their job received a year-over-year nominal base wage cut during 2009. The

comparable numbers for retail and finance, insurance, and real estate (FIRE) were 6 and 3

percent, respectively. By 2012, continuing workers in all industries had a roughly 2 percent

probability of receiving a nominal base wage cut. Note, the probability of a nominal base

wage increase did not differ markedly across industries during the Great Recession. There are

persistent level differences in the propensity of a nominal base wage increase across industries

for job-stayers in all years. However, these differences remained relatively constant during

the 2008-2016 period. These cross-industry patterns reinforce the time series patterns with

respect to the state dependence of nominal base wage cuts of continuing workers. Not only

were nominal base wage cuts more likely for job-stayers during the Great Recession, the

propensity of nominal base wage cuts was highest in the industries hit hardest during the

Great Recession. Firms in manufacturing and construction both were more likely to shed

workers during the Great Recession and also were more likely to cut the base wages of the

workers who remained with their firm.

As highlighted above, much of the flexibility in nominal base wage adjustments results

from job-changers. The middle two columns of Table 10 show that the distribution of base
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Figure 8: Time Series of Wage Changes by Industry, Job-Stayers
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wage adjustments for job-changers also varies over the business cycle. For the table, we

report statistics of 12 month base wage changes for workers employed at firm j in t and then

are subsequently employed at firm j′ in t + 12. During the Great Recession, 44 percent of

workers who changed jobs received a nominal base wage decline. The comparable number

during the recovery period was 36.4 percent. Like job-stayers, there was more downward

nominal adjustment during the Great Recession.

Aggregate nominal base wage flexibility is a function of both the base wage adjustments

for job-stayers and job-changers. However, in order to measure the cyclical nature of ag-

gregate wage adjustments, we need to know how the composition of job-stayers relative to

job-switchers evolves at business cycle frequencies. We again use data from the Census’s

Job-to-Job Flow Data (J2J) made from the underlying data of the LEHD. Appendix Fig-

ure A15 shows the quarterly share of job-stayers and job-switchers in the J2J data between

2000 and 2015. The difference between the sum of the two lines and one is the fraction of

workers who left employment for longer non-employment spells during the quarter. During

the Great Recession, the quarterly job-switching rate fell to 4 percent while during the 2012-

2016 period the quarterly job-switching rate returned to a pre-recession level of about 5.1

percent. Job-staying rates were roughly the mirror image of job-changing rates. As above,

we construct annual job changing rates by multiplying the quarterly rates by 4. Doing so

implies that during the Great Recession 16 percent of workers switched jobs compared to

roughly 20 percent during the recovery. When weighting the job-stayer and job-changer

data, we ensure that 16 percent of workers were job-changers during the Great Recession
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and roughly 20 percent were job-changers during the recovery. Since job-changers receive

nominal wage changes and cuts at a substantially higher rate than job-stayers, this compo-

sition effect therefore pushes towards lower aggregate flexibility during the recession, even if

both changers and stayers observe less downward rigidity in recession periods.

The final two columns of Table 10 shows the cyclical patterns of aggregate nominal base

wage adjustments combining data on both job-stayers and job-changers. As with Table

10, we break our sample into two periods: May 2009-December 2010 and January 2012-

December 2016. Focusing on the annual aggregate nominal base wage adjustments, 10.6

percent of workers in the aggregate economy received a nominal base wage decline during

the Great Recession. The comparable number during non-recession times was 8.4 percent.

While downward adjustments were slightly more common, upward adjustments were less

common with only 52 percent of workers receiving a base wage increase during the 2009-

2010 period. The unconditional standard deviation of base wage changes was slightly lower

during the Great Recession.

Downward nominal wage rigidity has received a substantial attention as an explanation

for why aggregate wages did not fall more during the Great Recession. The results above

show that 10.6 percent of workers received nominal base wage cuts and another 37.4 percent

received no nominal base wage increase. Much of the downward adjustments occur through

job-changers. Moreover, both job-stayers and job-changers experienced more nominal base

wage declines during the Great Recession than during the 2012-2016 recovery. However, the

job-changing propensity also fell during the Great Recession reducing some of the aggregate

flexibility in nominal base wage adjustments. The results in Table 10 provide a set of

moments for researchers to calibrate models to assess whether the moments of the base wage

adjustment distribution can lead to sufficient rigidities to explain why aggregate wage growth

did not fall more during the 2008-2012 period. The results in this subsection show that the

composition of nominal base wage adjustment for varies over the business cycle. Any model

that assumes a constant hazard of base wage adjustments for job-stayers over the business

cycle is at odds with the underlying wage setting data, and may lead to incorrect conclusions

regarding the responsiveness of the economy to countercyclical monetary expansions.

10.2 The Cyclicality of Compensation Components

Thus far, we have focused on base wages under the presumption that bonuses do not provide

substantial flexibility in the allocative user cost of labor. In this section, we study the

cyclicality of bonus and base wage adjustment separately. Unlike the probability of base

wage changes, both the probability of bonus receipt and the average size of bonus receipt is
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Table 11: Cyclicality of Various Forms of Compensation - State level regressions, 2009-2016

% With Pos. % With Neg. % Receiving Share in Log Mean
Wage Change Wage Change Bonus Bonus Bonus

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Unemp Rate (%) -2.22∗∗∗ 0.49∗∗∗ 0.20 -0.04 -0.03

(0.45) (0.16) (0.54) (0.06) (0.03)

Observations 350 350 350 350 350
Mean of Dep. Var. 75.04 1.93 38.88 2.98 8.10
S.D. of Dep. Var. 9.60 1.63 5.30 0.67 0.43

Notes: Table reports coefficients estimated from equation (2). An observation is a state-year. Columns 1 and
2 examine the probability that an individual in that state-year receives a positive and negative December base
wage change year-over-year, respectively. Columns 3-5 show the cyclicality of the probability of receiving
a bonus, the mean share of income in a bonus, and the log mean bonus payment (inclusive of 0s). All
regressions include state and year fixed effects. Standard errors clustered at the state level reported in
parentheses. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ repesent that the coefficients are statistically different from 0 at the 1%, 5%, and
10% level, respectively.

roughly acyclical during the 2009-2016 period. Since our sample period contains only one

aggregate recession, it is hard to tease out cyclical movements from our short time series. To

get around this problem, we exploit cross-region variation in business cycle conditions during

the 2009 to 2016 period. We focus on our sample of 12-month job-stayers and collapse the

ADP data down to the state-year level. We then regress various measures of adjustment -

the share of employees receiving a positive or negative annual base wage change (measured

in December), the share of workers receiving a bonus, the mean share of workers’ income

accounted for by bonuses, and the log of the mean bonus payment in a given year - on the

average unemployment rates prevailing in a given state-year.35 Specifically we estimate OLS

regressions of the form

yst = βust + δs + γt + εst (2)

where yst is a measure of wage or bonus adjustment in state s in year t, ust is the average

unemployment rate in state s in year t, and δs and γt are state and year fixed effects.

Estimates of β are presented in Table 11. The table shows that states with a one percent-

age point higher unemployment rate is associated with approximately 2.2 percentage points

fewer nominal base wage increases, and 0.5 percentage points more nominal base wage de-

creases, conditional on state and year fixed effects. These changes are both statistically and

35One may be concerned that bonuses are not determined by the state-level performance of the firm, but
rather the firm’s national performance. To test this, in unreported results, we estimate aggregate time series
regressions using the aggregate unemployment rate as the measure of cyclicality. The results have larger
standard errors as a result of the short time series, but are qualitatively similar.
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economically meaningful, accounting for 0.23 and 0.3 of a standard deviation in state-level

base wage increase and decrease probabilities, respectively. In contrast, however, bonuses

exhibit no statistically-significant cyclical pattern, whether “bonuses” are measured as the

percent of a state’s population receiving a bonus, the mean share of compensation being

granted in bonuses, or the natural logarithm of the mean bonus earnings.36

To some degree, this result is unsurprising. Many optimal contracting models suggest

that incentive pay, such as bonuses, should filter out fluctuations in performance driven

by factors outside of the control of the agent, such as the aggregate state of the economy.

Our result suggests that, while bonuses may provide a natural buffer for employers to cut

compensation for unexpected idiosyncratic underperformance, they are unlikely to systemat-

ically “grease the wheels” of the macroeconomy by alleviating downward nominal rigidity in

the allocative wage. In contrast, although base wages appear relatively rigid and are rarely

adjusted downwards, the fact that their adjustment patterns respond to aggregate conditions

is consistent with base pay being a decent proxy of the allocative wage.

10.3 Within Firm Variation in Nominal Wage Adjustments

To further shed light on the extent to which nominal wage adjustments respond to firm-

level shocks, we explore patterns in nominal wage adjustments by growing and contracting

firms. To do so, we consider state dependence at the firm level by comparing moments

of the wage change distributions for firms with differing levels of employment growth. We

view this analysis as being a reduced form combination two potential effects. First, firms

who experience negative employment growth are more likely to have received a negative

firm-level shock. Firms receiving negative shocks are likely to adjust their labor inputs on

multiple margins. As a result, firms experiencing negative employment growth may also be

more likely to cut the wages of their existing workers and be less likely to give their existing

workers a wage increase. Second, there may be a trade-off between adjusting wages and

adjusting employment. For example, a financially-constrained firm receiving a negative cash

flow shock may choose to cut wages or layoff workers in order to reduce their labor costs.

Such a trade-off could in theory result in a negative relationship between firm employment

growth and firm propensity to cut nominal wages.

Figure 9 plots the propensity for a firm to increase their workers nominal base wages (left

panel) and the propensity for a firm to cut their workers’ nominal base wages (right panel)

as a function of observed firm size growth. To make this figure, we use our firm-level sample.

36In unreported results, we also find no systematic cyclical pattern in the dollar-weighted share of pay in
bonuses, or in the mean year-over-year bonus changes. As a result, the cyclicality of base plus bonus pay is
less than that of base earnings.
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Figure 9: Probability of Wage Changes by Firm Growth Status
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Note: Figure plots Locally-Weighted Scatterplot Smoothing (LOWESS) estimates of the relation-
ship between the probability that a worker receives a wage increase (Panel A) or decrease (Panel B)
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the recession period of May 2009 through December 2010, while the gray line shows the conditional
expectation function for the recover period, defined as January 2012 through December 2016. Our
firm sample is used to construct this figure, and weighted to match the BDS’ firm size × industry
mix. Firm size is calculated after firm growth is taken into account.

All firm-level changes are at the annual level. As a result, the x-axis is the observed change

in firm employment between months t− 12 and t, while the y-axis is the share of the firm’s

workers which had their wages adjusted (up or down) over the same window. Each panel

has two lines, reflecting LOWESS smoothed regression lines. The darker line restricts our

firm samples only to firm behavior during the Great Recession (2009-2010) while the lighter

line restricts the sample to firm behavior during the recovery (2012-2016).

While not overly surprising, firms that grew were slightly more likely than firms that

shrank to increase their workers wages during the 2012-2016. Specifically, firms that grew by

10 percent between 2012 and 2016 increased about 73 percent of their workers wages while

firms that contracted by 10 percent during that period increased only about 68 percent of

their workers wages. What is more surprising, however, is that during the Great Recession

there was no systematic relationship between firm size growth and the propensity to rise

workers wages. Across all firms, the propensity to raise wages was systematically lower

during the Great Recession regardless of firm size growth.

During the Great Recession, however, contracting firms were much more likely to cut the

nominal wages of their workers compared to firms that were stagnant or growing. Firms,

whose employment fell by 10 percent over the year during the Great Recession, cut roughly 8

percent of their worker’s wages. However, growing firms cut only 4 percent of their worker’s
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wages. The propensity to cut wages again appears highly state dependent. The right panel

of Figure 9 also shows another interesting fact. During non-recession times, there is no

systematic relationship between firm size growth and the propensity to cut a worker’s wage.

Contracting firms in 2012-2016 were no more likely to cut nominal wages than growing

firms. Moreover, growing firms during the Great Recession were much more likely to cut

the nominal wages of their workers than growing firms during the recovery. This pattern

would be consistent with aggregate conditions during the Great Recession being such that

it is easier for any firm to cut the nominal wage of their workers when many other firms are

also doing so.

The evidence presented in this section shows an important interaction between idiosyn-

cratic and aggregate conditions for determining on-the-job wage adjustment patterns. This

suggests that the value of workers’ outside options are important for realized wage rigidity,

a point which has been raised in, for instance, Christiano et al. (2015). The evidence here

supports the hypothesis of state dependence in wage setting, which yields procyclical down-

ward adjustment, and countercyclical upward adjustment. Further research is required to

assess the impact of idiosyncratic firm shocks on aggregate wage movements over the cycle.

11 Discussion

Collectively, the results in the paper provide a set of high quality statistics on the wage

change distribution for job-stayers, job-changers, and for the aggregate economy. We end

the paper by highlighting how our estimates contrast with many of the existing estimates of

nominal wage rigidity within the literature. Our results differ in two important ways. First,

our administrative data minimizes the impact of measurement error. Second, we separately

compute measures of a worker’s base wage and a broader wage measure inclusive of bonuses.37

Table 12 summarizes many of our key findings and the compares them to other prominent

estimates of nominal wage adjustments in the literature. We separate the table into research

estimating nominal wage adjustments for job-stayers and research estimating nominal wage

adjustments for the economy as a whole (inclusive of both job-stayers and job-changers).

Much of the literature focuses on measures of earnings per hour that incorporates base wage

compensation, bonuses, and other earnings such as overtime premiums.

Using the panel component of the CPS, Daly and Hobijn (2014) report that roughly 85

37There is a long literature, surveyed by Bewley (2004) and Howitt (2002), examining the root causes of
nominal wage rigidity. In a series of interviews with business managers responsible for compensation policy,
studies have documented that the primary resistance to wage cuts arises from concerns over damaging
worker morale. See, for instance, Kaufman (1984), Blinder and Choi (1990), Agell and Lundborg (1995,
1999), Campbell III and Kamlani (1997), and Bewley (1999).
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percent of wages of job-stayers (measured by earnings per hour) change annually during a

sample period that overlaps with ours.38 As noted above, we find that only about two-thirds

of job-stayers receive an annual nominal base wage change during the 2008-2016 period.

It is difficult to pinpoint why the CPS results are different than ours. First, it is well

documented that there is a large amount of measurement error in both earnings and hours

in household survey.39 The fact that measurement error in earnings and hours is high in

household surveys can explain the higher variance of wage changes in the CPS. Second, it

is unclear in household surveys whether workers are reporting only their base earnings or a

broader measure of earnings inclusive of bonuses. This ambiguity makes it harder to make

comparisons between household surveys and administrative data sets like ADP.

Using data from the Survey of Income and Program Participation, Barattieri et al. (2014)

try to account for the measurement error in wages and hours in household data by looking for

structural breaks in their individual hourly wage series. Their primary focus is on workers

who are paid hourly. Given that they focus on an individual’s self-reported hourly wage

(reported in dollars per hour), their wage measure is similar in concept to our measure of

a base wage for hourly workers. When they make their correction for measurement error,

they find that the frequency of quarterly wage changes for job-stayers falls from over 50

percent to between 15 and 20 percent - depending on their adjustment procedure - during

their period of study. Our quarterly frequency of base wage changes for job-stayers who are

paid hourly is 20 percent which is at the upper range of their estimates. More importantly,

however, they estimate a much larger fraction of downward wage adjustments. Specifically,

they find that 12 percent of all quarterly wage changes for job-stayers are downward changes.

That is three and half times larger than our administrative data reports. As Barattieri et al.

(2014) highlight, there is substantial measurement error in household surveys with respect

to measuring how nominal wages adjust. The fact that their patterns still differ relative to

the ADP results is consistent with some residual measurement error remaining even after

implementing their structural break procedure.40

38One of the earliest papers to estimate the extent of nominal wage rigidity using household level data
was Kahn (1997), who used data from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) to find that about 92%
of workers receive a nominal wage change during a given year.

39There is a literature documenting sizable measurement error in both income and hours in household
surveys using audit studies. Bound and Krueger (1991) finds that just about forty percent of cross-sectional
variance of the change in income for men in household surveys can be explained by measurement error.
Bound et al. (1989) documents that the measurement error in reported hours in household surveys is even
larger than the measurement error in income.

40A more recent literature has emerged using firm-level data to measure wage stickiness. Both Lebow et al.
(2003) and Fallick et al. (2016) use data from the BLS’s Employment Cost Index (ECI) to measure nominal
wage rigidity. Unlike the household surveys or other administrative payroll data, the unit of analysis in the
ECI is a job not a worker. To the extent that workers who populate a specific job are heterogeneous with
respect to underlying skills, nominal wage variation could occur due to shifting sampling of different quality
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Administrative data sets containing measures of both earnings and hours are exceedingly

rare in the United States. As discussed above, contemporaneously, Kurmann and McEntar-

fer (2018) and Jardim et al. (2019) use data from the US Longitudinal Employer Household

Dynamics (LEHD) and Washington State Unemployment Insurance Records to examine

nominal earnings-per-hour adjustments for a sample of job-stayers who reside in Washing-

ton state over a two year period. They focus their sample on residents of Washington state

because Washington requires employers to report the hours worked of their employees as part

of their Unemployment Insurance program. Their findings with high quality administrative

data from Washington are consistent with our patterns for modified annual earnings (which

includes both base and bonus compensation). While such measures are very informative

about earnings per hour volatility, they are not well-suited to consider whether fluctuations

are driven by base wage changes or other sources like bonuses and overtime premiums. As

discussed above, understanding the movement of base wages versus bonuses may be impor-

tant for disciplining models of aggregate fluctuations in the same way that understanding

the distinction between reference prices and sales is important in the pricing literature.

Our paper is closest in spirit to the results in Altonji and Devereux (2000) and Fehr and

Goette (2005). Altonji and Devereux (2000) uses administrative payroll data similar to ours

for one large financial service company during 1996 and 1997 while Fehr and Goette (2005)

uses administrative payroll data from two Swiss firms in the early 1990s. The patterns of

base (administrative) wage adjustment for job-stayers these authors document within their

selected companies closely match the patterns we document for the whole U.S. economy

during the 2008-2016 period. They also find that bonuses allow for more downward flexibility

in earnings per hour. That firm-level payroll data from an earlier period within the U.S. and

Switzerland broadly matches the job-stayer results from the recent ADP data highlights the

importance of using administrative payroll data to measure base wage stickiness.

Most of the above results focus on the nominal wage adjustments for job-stayers. There

is a separate literature that combines aggregate time series data and medium scale DSGE

models to infer the extent of aggregate nominal wage stickiness. In this literature, nominal

wage adjustments are generally modeled as being Calvo. We highlight four such papers in

Table 12. As can be seen form the table, estimates of the frequency of annual nominal wage

adjustments vary markedly across papers across papers. Christiano et al. (2005) uses time

series data and their model to infer that 83% of wages adjust annually. However, Christiano

et al. (2014) infers that only 57% of wages adjust annually. Like with the pricing literature,

estimates of nominal wage stickiness are not well disciplined in time series data. This is a

workers over time. Consistent with this fact, the nominal wage variation in the ECI for a given job is much
larger than what we document in the payroll data for job-stayers.
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point that is highlighted in Beraja et al. (2016). Using regional variation in annual earnings

per hour using data from the American Community Survey (ACS), Beraja et al. (2016)

find that nominal wages are more flexible than implied by recent time series estimates from

medium scale DSGE models. They conclude that nominal wage stickiness cannot explain

why aggregate nominal wages did not fall more sharply during the Great Recession. The

estimates of annual nominal wage adjustments using cross-region variation in Beraja et al.

(2016) are similar to our aggregate annual base wage adjustment found using ADP data.

12 Conclusion

This paper measures nominal wage adjustments for millions of US workers from 2008 to 2016

using administrative payroll records. Measurement error in household surveys and missing

hours in administrative earnings data have prevented the development of a reliably set of

moments for the distribution of worker compensation adjustment. Exploiting payroll data

from the largest payroll processing company in the US allows us to measure various forms

of worker compensation, including the per period contract wage, without error.

Conceptually, our paper highlights the importance of thinking about the nature of com-

pensation when using various moments to discipline models of nominal wage adjustments.

For most workers, essentially all of their compensation comes from their base (contract)

wage. However, for some workers, bonuses are also quantitatively important. We provide

evidence suggesting that the extent to which base wages adjust is the appropriate moment to

discipline models where the present value of worker earnings determine labor market fluctua-

tions. Base wage changes are highly persistent and co-vary strongly with both the aggregate

and regional business cycles. Bonuses, on the other hand, display very little persistence and

are much less cyclical. This is consistent with the large literature in personnel economics

where bonuses are used to incentivize worker effort. We conclude that bonuses are more akin

to sales in the output price setting literature and should be ignored when calibrating many

models of business cycle dynamics.

However, bonuses are important for providing flexibility in workers spot wages. Over our

whole sample period, approximately 2 percent of workers who remain consistently employed

with the same firm receive a base wage reduction during a given year. For a broader measure

of the wage inclusive of bonuses, we document that nearly 16 percent of job-stayers receive

a nominal wage decline during a given year. Such measures of wage adjustment inclusive

of bonuses will be useful for models of incomplete markets, in which temporary shocks

have allocative effects, or for models seeking to understand individual earnings dynamics.

The differential adjustment patterns of various compensation forms urges careful theoretical
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consideration over the correct notion of “wage rigidity”. The evidence presented in this

paper suggests that workers’ contracts, which specify base wages and a bonus schedule, may

be quite rigid, particularly on the downside. However, workers’ realized compensation, which

includes both base pay and bonuses, may be quite flexible, as stipulated by the (explicit or

implicit) contract governing their employment relationship.

We also provide a series of statistics on the wage adjustments of job-changers. Approxi-

mately 40 percent of job-changers receive a nominal base wage decline within a year. Since

wage adjustment in the aggregate is a combination of the wage movements of both job-stayers

and job-changers, this margin is key to determining the role that nominal wage rigidity plays

in explaining aggregate wage dynamics. Additionally, we show that the wages of new hires

into the firm are about as cyclical as similar job-stayers. Depending on the model, the ap-

propriate empirical moment may be the wage adjustments of job-stayers, job-changers, new

hires, or a combination of all the different groups.

Finally, we show that worker wage adjustments are state dependent. During some months

of the Great Recession, 6 percent of job-stayers on average received a base wage cut. In

some industries, upwards of 10 percent of job-stayers received a base wage cut. Worker wage

growth is procyclical for job-stayers. The state dependence is also shown using firm-level

employment growth variation with shrinking firms being much more likely to cut nominal

wages relative to growing firms, particularly during the Great Recession. Moreover, during

the Great Recession, growing firms were much more likely to cut the wages of their workers

than similarly growing firms during the 2012-2016 recovery.

The goal of the paper is to provide a set of moments that can be used to both guide

and discipline models of nominal wage adjustments. The nominal wage flexibility we esti-

mate using detailed micro data is broadly consistent with the flexibility of wages estimated

in Beraja et al. (2016) using cross-region variation. Beraja et al. (2016) show that wage

adjustments of the sort we identified cannot explain why aggregate wage growth remained

robust during the Great Recession. However, one drawback of the model put forth by Beraja

et al. (2016) is that it has no role for the type of asymmetry in nominal wage adjustments

that this paper highlights. Going forward, research should explore whether the asymmetry

in nominal wage adjustments substantially alters the conclusions of models with wage rigid-

ity. Our state dependence results also suggest reason to move away from Calvo models of

wage adjustment, which are prevalent in many modern New Keynesian models, and instead

develop menu cost models of wage adjustment. Finally, our results highlight that different

types of compensation have different degrees of flexibility and the compensation composition

differs markedly across workers. Understanding what drives such differences and whether or

not such differences have macro implications is a fruitful area for future work.
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